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SUMMARY

T

he dissolution of multinational communist
federations and the ensuing armed conflicts
that have emerged with their transformation
into independent nation-states have returned the
“national question” (i.e., the relationship of a national or ethnic group to a state that includes multiple ethnic groups within its territory) to the forefront of debates over international politics, law,
and theory. The violent breakup of Yugoslavia, in
particular, demonstrates the inability of the international community to rely on any solid legal principles, guidelines, or established mechanisms to
avoid such chaos and mass suffering when constituent parts of these types of multinational states
decide to go their own way.
The former Yugoslavia was an attempt to address three fundamental aspects of the “national
question”: (1) the right of a nation acting to create
its own state through demands for national selfdetermination; (2) the right of a national homeland (whether sovereign state or republic within a
federation) acting through its diaspora either to
monitor the relative status of its conationals elsewhere, or to demand national unification and the
redrawing of borders; and (3) the rights of members of national minorities to resist the majority’s
formation of a new nation-state either by seeking

cultural or political autonomy or by seceding in order to unite with their own national homeland.
A multinational state, such as Yugoslavia, cannot attempt to resolve these questions in any one
nation’s favor, lest it risk the collapse of the entire
state. If a resolution of the national question in Yugoslavia appeared to tilt in favor of any one particular group, the federation’s internal balance would
be upset. Thus, Yugoslavia was not only a mosaic
of different ethnic nations, but also a system that
was developed to accommodate these differences.
The creation and maintenance of Yugoslavia
hinged on the interdependence of Serbs and
Croats, the country’s two largest national groups.
These peoples “imagined” the borders of their respective states as overlapping and clashing. None
of the other national groups the former Yugoslavia
comprised, with the exception of the Slovenes,
lived within clearly defined ethnic borders inside
the federation. Large numbers of Yugoslav peoples
lived within one of the other’s “national” territory.
Bosnia-Herzegovina posed the greatest challenge
to the peaceful dissolution of Yugoslavia because
both Serbs and Croats lived there in large numbers, and because both Serbia and Croatia had historical pretensions to the republic’s territory.
Almost every one of Yugoslavia’s peoples has
been perceived as a threat to another national
group and has felt threatened itself. This general
atmosphere of ressentiment, real or imagined,
could easily be used to produce the feeling that
one’s national group was threatened with extinction as the object of another’s aggression.
Ever since the founding of Yugoslavia, two distinct nationalist policies have struggled for primacy in the debate over the country’s political
future: Croatian separatism striving for an independent state and Serbian centralism striving to
preserve the common Yugoslav state under its dominion. Croatian nationalism was separatist and
oppositional, Serbian nationalism alternated between outright Serbian rule and a strict federalism
governed through central government institutions.
The Croatian policy supported the devolution of
power from the center outward and found support
among most other Yugoslav nations, which would
eventually articulate their own national aspirations—Slovenian, Macedonian, Albanian, and (in
the Bosnian experience) Muslim.
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Both of these strident, ethnocentric, national
ideologies preordained the failure of any attempt
to constitute Yugoslavia as a modern unitary and
liberal state. For Serbia, the Yugoslav state became
nothing more than a vehicle for Serbian domination, which, in turn, stimulated Croatian national
opposition. The first Yugoslav state (1918–41) was
not only unable to pacify internal conflicts and dilute rigid national ideologies, but its collapse in
World War II left no mechanisms in place to prevent extreme methods of resolving the national
question.
The League of Communists of Yugoslavia (LCY)
played the role of “mediator” among the quarreling
Yugoslav peoples. It promised an ideological resolution of the national question through a social
revolution that subsumed class and national distinctions within a socialist framework. While the
country’s major ethnic groups were constituted as
nations within the new federation, the arrangement was best expressed by the classic Soviet formula, “national in form, socialist in content.”
The tenuous supranational ideology of Yugoslav
communism would eventually provoke the federation’s crisis. The weakening and disappearance of
socialism’s ideological sovereignty raised perforce
fundamental and profound questions about Yugoslavia’s existence as a state, as happened in
Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union.
Despite the regime’s attempts to control national aspirations by institutionalizing them within
the political and territorial boundaries of the titular
republics, the more abstract aspects of nationhood
could not be so confined. Conferring the sense of
statehood upon Yugoslavia’s major ethnic groups
had far greater consequences in strengthening
their territorial integration.
The immediate source of Serbian dissatisfaction
in general, and the most tangible reason for the republic’s nationalist reaction in particular, were the
constitutional provisions that undermined Serbia’s territorial integrity. Although the institutional
system established under the 1974 constitution
prescribed the “nativization” of all Yugoslav peoples within their territorial, republican frameworks, Serbia was frustrated in this regard. According to the constitution, Serbia was not a
“sovereign” negotiating party like the other republics because of the “sovereignty” of its two autonomous provinces, Kosovo and Vojvodina.

Serbian hard-liners’ main interpretation of the
“Serbian tragedy” in Kosovo was that ethnic Albanians had gained control through Yugoslavia’s
1974 constitution, and that the only way to stop
the “ethnic cleansing” of Serbs in Kosovo was to reinstate Serbian domination there. In the ambiguity
surrounding the “Kosovo problem,” hard-liners organized a putsch in Serbia’s Communist party in
1987, bringing the most conservative elements
into the party’s leadership positions.
During 1988–89, Serbia’s intelligentsia and
Slobodan Milosevic’s Serbian Communist party
clique joined forces to encourage a national revolution to create a “unified Serbia” by tapping social
and national discontent in the republic. The nationalist ideology of being threatened and hated
fueled this Serbian mass movement.
This nationalist movement also mobilized Croatian Serbs by helping to organize meetings where
they aired their demands for cultural and political
autonomy. Such meetings only further supported
the growth of Croatian nationalist movements, including the Croatian Democratic Union.
The advent of free elections in 1990 and the
breakdown of the communist regime was the culmination of what had already been going on for
more than a decade in Yugoslavia following Tito’s
death. Along with the process of democratization
in the republics and the denial of that same
process in the federal government, central state authority was becoming weaker, approaching a situation of anarchy that bore an unsettling resemblance to the collapse of the empire that used to
rule the Balkans. Yugoslavia’s breakup gave new
meaning to the old notion of Balkanization.
As communism collapsed, the strategies of the
political actors in each of the Yugoslav republics
were determined by specific elements of the national question on the one hand, and the search
for an exit from the communist system on the
other. Yet, saving the communist regime remained
the one method by which conservative elites in
Serbia, including the Yugoslav National Army
(YNA), could simultaneously preserve the Yugoslav state and achieve the goal of Serbian unification within one country.
The dual games (national and ideological)
played by all the republics to a greater or lesser extent actually precluded both of two possible paths
to a resolution of the federation’s crisis. The
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republics’ leaders were unable to either reimagine
Yugoslavia as a democratic and minimal state or
break away peacefully by creating new, separate
democratic states.
Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union shared the
same types of multinational federal institutions,
ethno-demographic mix of populations, and large
diaspora communities whose status would change
significantly with the dismemberment of both federal states. Both cases involved the creation of new
national states in which one ethnic group became
predominant. If these and other multinational
states share the same broad political and ethnodemographic elements, are there lessons from the
Yugoslav crisis that the international community
can generally apply to their dissolution and avoid
the possibility of mass violence in their wake?
First of all, the international community should
actively work with the relevant parties to arrange a
temporary status quo compromise if the dismemberment of multinational states is not preceded by
both an internal consensus on the terms for creating new states, including their borders and the status of minorities, and a clear conception of future
security and cooperation arrangements.
The international community’s recognition of
the new states emerging from the Yugoslav federation’s breakup was woefully insufficient to secure
their peace and security. Not only must such recognition take into account the internal and external
threats involved in each case, but it must be real in
the sense that the new state must either be able to

defend itself or be defended by international military forces. Otherwise the result is highly unstable
situations that lead to victim-states and victimized
populations.
In the wider context of the political transformation of East-Central Europe and the former Soviet
Union, a more fundamental debate has been rekindled: the right to national self-determination and
how this vague principle might be reconsidered
and clarified in order to make it a workable concept in international law. The abuse of this right in
the Yugoslav case underscores the need for such
an examination, as the right to self-determination
came to be equated with the right of ethnically defined nations/republics to secede from the federation, regardless of the mass violence such an act
would surely entail. The republics’ unilateral acts
of secession were in turn met with internal acts of
secession by minority ethno-national communities
invoking the same principle of self-determination.
One crucial precondition for the peaceful application of the right to self-determination should be
the respect of both territorial integrity and minority rights. Borders cannot be changed by force or
without consideration of the consequences that
the redrawing of international borders would have
for all members of the state. Above all, there
should be some international mechanism that provides for the renegotiation of borders and that encourages all sides to recognize the consequences
of newly drawn international borders for all relevant parties.

1

1

EXPLAINING

NATIONALISM IN
YUGOSLAVIA

T

he dissolution of multinational communist
federations and the ensuing armed conflicts
that have emerged with their transformation
into independent nation-states have returned the
“national question” to the forefront of debates over
international politics, law, and theory. The forces
fueling the breakdown of these multinational
states have not been exhausted with the disintegration of Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union, and Czechoslovakia. Most of the successor states of these federations are themselves breaking down. Whether
there will be a third phase of breakdown that will
require the resolution of new “national questions”
remains to be seen.1
In this paper, I attempt to explain the disintegration of Yugoslavia and why its breakup was not a
peaceful one. By way of this example, I also attempt to explain in general why and when the
demise of multinational states creates ethnic polarization that seems “resolvable” only by force and
even genocide. The violent breakup of Yugoslavia,
in particular, demonstrates the inability of the international community to rely on any solid legal
principles, guidelines, or established mechanisms
to avoid such chaos and mass suffering when constituent parts of these types of multinational states
decide to go their own way. In the concluding
section of this study, I offer recommendations the

international community may find useful in avoiding these kinds of conflicts in the future.
For many years, Yugoslavia functioned as a
nation-state by providing a peaceful compromise
to the conflicting, multifaceted, and perennial “national questions” posed by its constitutive parts.
Multinational states, such as Yugoslavia, cannot attempt to resolve these questions in any one nation’s favor, lest they risk the collapse of the entire
state. If a resolution of the national question appeared to tilt in favor of any one particular group,
Yugoslavia’s internal balance would have been upset. Thus, Yugoslavia was not only a mosaic of different ethnic nations, but also a system that was
developed to accommodate these differences.
Joseph Rothchild emphasizes the almost unbelievable diversity of ethnic groups that Yugoslavia
brought under one state: “By virtually every relevant criterion—history, political traditions, socioeconomic standards, legal systems, religion and culture—Yugoslavia was the most complicated of the
new states of interwar East-Central Europe, being
composed of the largest and most varied number
of pre-1918 units.”2 Maintaining political balance
and diffusing ethnic tensions was the only way Yugoslavia could survive. If the Yugoslav state could
not maintain these essential functions, the “separation” of its intertwined national groups in a fullscale war would be the probable result.
By its very nature, Yugoslavia has never had a
staatsvolk (“state-people”) that could “naturally”
dominate by its numbers and serve as the foundation on which a modern nation-state could be
built. (As members of the most populous national
group, Serbs constituted only 40 percent of the total Yugoslav population.) The creation and maintenance of Yugoslavia hinged on the interdependence of Serbs and Croats, the country’s two
largest national groups. These peoples not only
shared a common daily existence, but also “imagined” the borders of their respective states as overlapping and clashing. Thus, a Serbo-Croatian compromise represented the foundation of Yugoslavia.
None of the other national groups that inhabited the former Yugoslavia, with the exception of
the Slovenes, lived within clearly defined ethnic
borders inside the federation. Large numbers of
Yugoslav peoples or peoples of neighboring countries lived within one of the other’s “national”
territory.3 Bosnia-Herzegovina posed the greatest
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acquired a certain currency is “nationalism as a
challenge to the peaceful dissolution of Yugoslavia
power game,” which views the main cause of the
because both Serbs and Croats lived there in large
Yugoslav crisis as an ideology (in the sense of
numbers, and because the two states—Serbia and
“false consciousness”) of “aggressive nationalism,”
Croatia—both had historical pretensions to the reperpetuated by members of the old nomenklatura
public’s territory.4 Bosnia-Herzegovina was an “apwho seek to preserve their threatened positions of
ple of discord” between Serbia and Croatia, as the
power in the face of democratic change. Given that
recent war over its division confirms.5
these government bureaucrats, party officials, and
The very existence of Yugoslavia seemed to defy
military officers were overwhelmingly concenthe history of relations among its different nations,
trated in Serbia, this republic was the first to forge
which had already waged one ethnic and religious
an effective conservative coalition under the banwar among themselves with the collapse of the first
ner of the old Serbian ideology to inhibit a “demoYugoslavia (1918–41). The feeling of resentment
cratic revolution” that would drive them from
among Yugoslavia’s nations, however, did not
power.8
emerge from this experience alone. To be sure, Yugoslavia’s national groups all share a common hisIn the “nationalism as a power game” argument,
tory of struggling to save their distinct identities
Communist elites in Yugoslavia’s other republics
and renew their lost medieval states—a history of
faced similar reformist pressures and attempted to
repressive domination that fostered disloyal and
duplicate the Serbian leaders’ strategy in their own
militant minorities and arrogant and repressive
republics. By promoting their own nationalisms,
majorities. Almost every one of these peoples has
Yugoslavia’s other republican leaders acknowlbeen perceived as a threat to another national
edged not only that Serbian threats—real or pergroup and has felt threatened itself. This general
ceived—must be countered, but that nationalism
atmosphere of ressentiment, real or imagined,
was the most successful card to play in maintaincould easily be used to produce
ing their positions of power. Inthe feeling that one’s national
deed, stirring up nationalist sengroup was threatened with extiment seemed to be the most
tinction as the object of anothconvenient strategy for Yuosnia-Herzegovina
6
er’s aggression. Almost without
goslavia’s republican political
was an “apple of
elites, particularly when they
exception, every Balkan nation
could easily manipulate public
has had some territorial pretendiscord” between Serbia
opinion through their control of
sions or expansionist intentions
their respective republic’s major
in one historical period or anand Croatia, as the
sources of information.9
other. The region’s history has
witnessed successive campaigns
The problem with this aprecent war over its
for “Greater Serbia,” “Greater
proach is that it treats the “naCroatia,” “Greater Albania,”
tional question” as an epiphedivision confirms.
“Greater Bulgaria,” “Greater
nomenon of the struggle to
Macedonia,” and “Greater
preserve power and privilege. In
Greece.”7 National ressentiment
doing so, it forgets that political
battles in Yugoslavia have almost always develextended into the relatively recent period of comoped around the “national question.” Such an unmunist rule, as the League of Communists of Yuderstanding of nationalism as “false consciousgoslavia (embodied in Tito as the bearer of abness” discounts the power of national sentiment
solute power) frequently resolved national
among the region’s ethnic groups.
conflicts through repressive methods that were
The alternative explanation views nationalism
not easily forgotten. In the process of maintaining
in Eastern Europe, the Balkans, and the former Yua balance of power among national groups, every
goslavia as a result of historical desires of separate
nation/republic had reason to believe that it had
peoples to resolve their “national question.” As
been unjustly treated in the Yugoslav state.
such, nationalism is not viewed as a disingenuous
The sheer complexity of the former Yugoslavia’s
ploy by political elites to hold onto power, but as a
current crisis has supported numerous interpretaconsequence of modernity in contemporary
tions of its origins. One explanation that has
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international society.10 The very idea of a “multinational state” implies the dynamic of the “national
question.” Multinational states significantly differ
from multiethnic states, in that the former are composed of separate nations that want to establish
their political autonomy in order “to ensure the full
and free development of their cultures and the best
interests of their people. At the extreme, nations
may wish to secede, if they think their self-determination is impossible within the larger state.”11
When we speak of the “communist federations”
that are the subject of this work, we should keep in
mind that these states “institutionalized multinationality.”12
Yugoslavia was an institutionalized multinational state that managed to contain, in the full
sense of the word, disparate and seemingly intractable national questions. If we accept the
view that there are essentially three fundamental
aspects of the national question, then Yugoslavia
contained all three: (1) a nation acting to create its
own state through demands for national self-determination; (2) a national homeland (state or republic) acting through its diaspora either to monitor
the relative status of its conationals in the new
states emerging from the federation, or to demand
unification and the redrawing of borders; and
(3) members of an alienated national minority suffering from discrimination and acting to resist the
majority’s formation of a new nation-state by either
seeking cultural or political autonomy or seceding
in order to unite with their own national homeland.13
In this respect, it should be kept in mind that all
these aspects of the national question existed
within one federal state, creating a specific internal
dynamic that cannot be compared to a similar configuration of national questions in other independent states. These national questions have emerged
in their most extreme forms (secession, irredentism, or the expulsion of minorities) in the process
of Yugoslavia’s disintegration. Once they were so
formulated, with the understanding that their proponents could not abandon their commitment to
their particular solution, war was more or less
inevitable.
The question arises, then, why practically each
nation took the most extreme position, which, in
essence, made Yugoslavia’s political relations a
zero-sum game. Was the main cause of this situation the ancien regime’s elites who launched

“nationalism” as an ideology in order to protect
their threatened positions of power? Or was it the
prospect of finally resolving the ever-present “national question,” which would be freed from the
constraints of the old authoritarian political order
with the arrival of democracy? The related question, in terms of the federation’s survival, was
whether Yugoslavia could either transform itself
into a genuine democratic, federal state, or break
up peacefully in light of: (1) conflicting national
ideologies; (2) the existing collective decisionmaking structure, representing Yugoslavia’s nations (through its republics’ representatives) and
the working class (through its vanguard, the
League of Communists of Yugoslavia); and (3) the
enormous apparatus of power that was created by
the “authentic” socialist revolution—the authoritarian regime and the legacy of Tito’s absolute rule?
If nationalism takes the form of a quest for national identity through the creation of a nationstate, the most important task is to show why and
when the nation assumed such worth, thereby
making nationalist demands such a successful political card to play.14 A more comprehensive analysis of nationalism, based on specific historical, institutional, and political factors, helps to avoid
treating nationalism as an irrational, “false” phenomenon that can be wished away, or as a mere
psychological template in the postcommunist
search for identity. Following the more comprehensive analyses, this study will attempt to show
that nationalism is a weapon for a new division of
power in the process of deconstructing the political space of Yugoslavia and a dysfunctional prerequisite in the struggle for security among the new
states emerging from the former multinational
federation.
This analysis of nationalism’s role in Yugoslavia’s crisis will focus on three main factors: (1) the
contradictory institutional structures of the Yugoslav state; (2) Serbian ressentiment; and (3) the
collapse of authoritarian rule.
The first part examines the contradictory institutional structures of Yugoslavia as a state. While
Yugoslavia was a practical compromise solution to
the conflicting national questions contained
within its borders, the Yugoslav state lacked the integrative potential necessary to create institutional
frameworks and workable procedures of democratic rule that could accommodate the conflictual
relations among its different national groups. It
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was particularly unsuccessful in establishing the
latter, as it was constantly trying to “resolve” national questions—mainly through its repressive
state apparatus—that were anathema to the establishment of a democratic state. The next section explores this matter in detail, comparing the first Yugoslavia, the centralized, liberal state created after
World War I, and the second Yugoslavia, the
ethno-national federation created under communist rule. This section attempts to show how difficulties encountered in both of these state structures became a basis for future ethnic conflicts and
the eventual disintegration of Yugoslavia. In short,
both of these Yugoslavias proved unable to overcome the inherent antagonisms of the country’s
fundamental national question.
The second and perhaps the most salient factor
of the Yugoslav crisis is Serbian ressentiment,
which ultimately rejected both the second Yugoslavia and a possible “third Yugoslavia” as a confederation of independent states. From the mid1980s, prominent segments of the Serbian
intelligentsia, in conjunction with the republic’s
political and military elites, pushed Yugoslavia toward rapid disintegration with an offensive strategy of “finally settling accounts with ‘Tito’s monster.’” An aggressive Serbian nationalism broke the
thin thread holding together Yugoslavia’s nations
in a compromise arrangement, pushing toward an
extreme solution of its national question through
threats and warmongering: Either Yugoslavia’s various nations would accept Serbia’s vision of a “normal,” unified state that served Serbian interests, or
Serbs from all the republics would “join together”
and achieve their national unity by force. The political elites in all the former republics took advan-

tage of these extreme solutions as an opportunity
to save their positions of power and privilege.
The third factor in this analysis is the collapse of
authoritarian rule, which began right after Tito’s
death in 1980, and accelerated rapidly during the
breakdown of other communist regimes throughout Eastern Europe in 1989. This collapse involved two simultaneous processes of disintegration. The first was the breakdown of the value
system of socialist internationalism, which tipped
the delicate balance between socialist universalism
and ethnic particularism in favor of the latter. The
second was the dissolution of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, which brought the very existence of the Yugoslav state into question—particularly if we keep in mind that socialist ideology, as
defined by the LCY, provided the main integrative
force holding the Yugoslav state together. With the
disintegration of the state and its apparatus of repression, nothing could restrain the rise of nationalism—particularly Serbian nationalism—or return
it to the framework of compromise. Far from laying the foundation for representative and responsive institutions that could accommodate the demands of Yugoslavia’s nations, the introduction of
political pluralism and free elections at this juncture created a “state of nature,” bringing unmediated national conflicts to the stage of open warfare.
Thus, the situation in Yugoslavia during
1990–91 can best be described as a “decisive battle” for maximal solutions to the question of national boundaries and legitimate states.15 In order
to provide a complete understanding of the events
that led up to this battle and what they mean for
the future of the former Yugoslavia, I examine
these three factors in fuller detail.
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2

INTEGRATIVE
PROBLEMS

Interwar Yugoslavia
and the Major
National Ideologies

O

ne prevalent explanation for the eventual demise of the Yugoslav state is that it
never succeeded in constituting itself as
a political community, as a nation-state whose
identity conceptually and structurally transcended
the various nations that it comprised. While the
special function and purpose of the Yugoslav state
ideally would have accommodated a large, diverse
collectivity of many different ethnic groups, national minorities, and religions, as well as cultural,
economic, and linguistic differences, the reality
was that each of Yugoslavia’s nations sought to use
Yugoslavia to protect its own particular national
identity and develop its own idea about statehood.
The more obvious reality was that these different
conceptions of the Yugoslav state were decidedly
asymmetrical: Yugoslav statehood had to compete
with its individual nations’ desires for statehood.
Yet the Yugoslav state itself would eventually be
usurped by the largest nation—Serbs—to serve its
own national interest. To be sure, the creation of a
Yugoslav nation-state reflected Serbian interests,
while Croatian interests (and, later, those of the
other republics) fostered the ideal of a Yugoslav
confederation of independent states.
The first Yugoslavia (the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats, and Slovenes) enshrined the idea of

“national unity” in a liberal, parliamentary monarchy. The idea of “national unity” presumed that
there lived in Yugoslavia one people with three
names—Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes. The wartime
allies promoted unification of these “tribes” in a
common state as an expression of the right to selfdetermination on the basis of nationality, following the example of the creation of the Italian and
German nations in the second half of the nineteenth century.16 Of course, such “Yugoslav ethnic
unity” was spurious.17 Its foundation of putative
ethnic unity was, in essence, a joint project among
the various South Slav nations to ward off any territorial aspirations of neighboring countries and to
protect their national identities through a “unified”
Yugoslavia. The state was dominated by Serbian institutions (above all, the Serbian House of Karadjordjevic), including the military, the political leadership, and the civil service. These institutions
were mechanically transferred to the new parts of
Yugoslavia, even though these old Serbian institutions lacked the integrative potential for a new
state that was five times larger than Serbia and that
now brought under its dominion fragments of old
empires that were arguably more developed than
Serbia from a legal, cultural, and economic standpoint. After the creation of Yugoslavia as a unified
nation and centralized state under Serbian domination, the Croatian political parties entered the
opposition, obstructing the work of parliament
and state organs. Practically from the very founding of Yugoslavia, the Croatian national question
was opened up.
Even before its formation as a state, there were
debates over how the first Yugoslavia should be organized, even though Serbia entered the debates
with a considerable advantage. Serbia had a
stronger position in the negotiations over Yugoslavia, largely owing to its reputation as one of
the victors in the Balkan Wars (1912–13), then as a
state on the side of the Entente during World War I
(in which Serbs suffered enormous casualties),
and finally as an organized military force capable
of blocking the pretensions of neighboring countries to Yugoslav lands (primarily Italy’s claims on
Dalmatia). For these reasons, Serbia believed that
it had the right to speak in the name of all Yugoslav
peoples and to influence decisively the form of the
state in conformity with Serbian national interests.
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Given the historical circumstances and balance of
power, the Serbian position prevailed.18
Serbian politicians rejected outright the Croatian proposals for a federation. Such a scheme was
foreign to Serbian history. Moreover, anything less
than a centralized state would deprive Serbia of its
dominant role in ruling the new country. If Serbian
politicians were to accept the federal model, they
would have to link together all of the “Serbian
lands” so that Serbia could be assured of a dominant role in such a federation. The “Serbian lands
in Austria-Hungary” that would be linked with Serbia were understood to include Bosnia and Herzegovina, Vojvodina with Srem, and a part of Dalmatia. Montenegro, which had already united with
Serbia, also fell within these “lands.” Moreover,
Serbia had already obtained Vardar Macedonia
and Kosovo in the Balkan Wars. As a result, the
Serbian federal unit would be substantially larger
than its Croatian and Slovenian counterparts. The
idea of a federation created on the basis of historical provinces was not up for consideration, since it
would “break up the Serbian nation” and the leading role of Serbia.19 Serbian politicians were not
prepared to “drown Serbia in the Yugoslav community” and rejected the example of the Piedmont region, which renounced its own past for the unification of Italy. This is the reason why Serbia did not
agree to call the new state “Yugoslavia,” which
came only in 1929 under the dictatorship of King
Alexander.
Debates over how Yugoslavia should be organized—as either a unitary or a federal state—constantly plagued the first Yugoslavia, and the debates continued on into the second, communist,
Yugoslavia until its disintegration. But debates
over the country’s political structure involved
much more than arguments about the nature and
extent of federal relations in the two Yugoslavias.
At the heart of these debates was the ongoing battle to resolve Yugoslavia’s national question. The
opposing sides in these debates almost always divided along the lines of the two historically dominant ideologies that inevitably destroyed both Yugoslavias: Croatian and Serbian.
Well before unification, a strong political current in Croatia advocated an independent Croatia
within its “historical boundaries,” which included
Bosnia-Herzegovina and parts of contemporary
Serbia (a so-called Greater Croatia). Because

Croatia long enjoyed an autonomous status under
Hungarian rule, it joined Yugoslavia as a nation
with a well-developed consciousness about the
“right of statehood,” that is, the right to an independent state.20 Given the circumstances at the time,
Croatia was not in a position to exercise this right
or to advance the cause for a federal Yugoslavia.
Pressed by an internal Yugoslav movement (which
was especially strong in Dalmatia and among
Croatian Serbs who were pushing for unification
with Serbia), Croatia joined Yugoslavia, but with a
strong feeling of its unequal position in the partnership.21 Given its ambivalent relationship toward the unified state, and the fact that such an
arrangement was ill suited for advancing its own
interests, Croatia maintained a strategic position of
separatism regarding its conception of the Yugoslav state. This position alternated between a
pro-Yugoslav ideal of an autonomous state within a
confederation of other South Slavs and outright secession from the Yugoslav federation and the establishment of a truly independent state. Regarding the latter position, Serbs posed the only
obstacle to its achievement, according to the more
extreme strains of Croatian nationalist sentiment.
Croatian nationalist ideology and a historical longing for the national state it lost a thousand years
before gave ample support for such a position.
Serbia’s basic objective remained the unification
of all Serbs in one state. Following this nationalist
ideology, Serbia entered World War I with the aim
of bringing together all Serbs and Serbian lands,
including those in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, and Vojvodina (all under Austro-Hungarian
rule). However, Serbia officially defined its war
goal as the broader unification of all South Slavs
within one state. The idea of Serbian unification
was based on two principles. One reflected narrow
Serbian interests: It envisioned a large Serbian
state that would be a center of power in the
Balkans after Serbian military victories and strategic alliances with the other Balkan nations forced
the dying Hapsburg and Ottoman empires out of
the region. Serbia achieved this goal, ending Ottoman rule and annexing Macedonia and Kosovo.
The Serbian diaspora had a dual role in fulfilling
Serbian unification: providing the resources
needed to occupy a dominant position in the
Balkans and focusing on the national question.
While the borders of this “Greater Serbia” were not
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reorganization aimed at severing ties among ethnic
clearly drawn, Serbia’s more ardent nationalists
communities and lessening their potential for reinvoked the image of a rebirth of the medieval Sersistance. This policy was not only unsuccessful, it
bian kingdom lost to the Ottoman Turks at the
intensified dissatisfaction among the national
Battle of Kosovo in 1389.
groups it sought to include in the monarchy’s ideal
The second principle was broader: namely,
of Yugoslavism, including Serbia. Such a policy
Yugoslavism conceived in a number of ways. Yugofound support only among diaspora Serbs in Croaslavia as a multinational enterprise, and not an extia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.
panded Serbia, was more popular among promiWith the weakening of the dictatorship in 1934,
nent segments of the Serbian intelligentsia and
pressure to resolve the Croatian question was so
youth than in official political and military cirstrong that on the eve of World War II the regime
cles.22 The pervasiveness of Serbian ethnic boundestablished the Croatian region (banovina). In adaries coincided with both the Yugoslav ideal and
dition to the traditional Croatian lands, considerthe cooperation established in the mid-nineteenth
able parts of Herzegovina and
century with other nations that innorthern Bosnia were included in
cluded large Serbian communities,
the new region. The establishment
principally Bosnia-Herzegovina and
thnic
of the Croatian administrative reCroatia. However, Serbian politigion, in turn, reopened the question
cians did not renounce the Piedatrocities
of where and how far the Serbian
mont-like position of Serbia and its
lands extended.
leading role in the creation of Yucommitted
by
the
During Yugoslavia’s partition in
goslavia. Toward the end of World
World War II, the conflict over the
War I, the Serbs realized their unifiNazi-sponsored
national question culminated in
cation plan with the establishment
ethno-religious war and genocide in
of Yugoslavia under the slogan “naCroatian Ustashe
the fascist Independent State of
tional and state unity.” From that
Croatia (NDH), which included
time on, they considered Yugoslavia
regime . . . left an
Bosnia-Herzegovina and part of prethe permanent solution to their nasent-day Serbia, near Belgrade. Ethtional question. Accordingly, they
indelible mark on
nic atrocities committed by the
made great sacrifices during World
Serbian
national
Nazi-sponsored Croatian Ustashe
War I, assigning themselves the role
regime in the NDH left an indelible
of the Yugoslav “state people” and
consciousness, as
mark on Serbian national con“liberators” of the other peoples.23
sciousness, as well as on the conThis dual identity remained a perwell
as
on
the
sciousness of peoples who suffered
manent part of the Serbian national
Serbian revenge. The mass liquidacharacter up to the emergence of the
consciousness of
tions that were carried out by the
Serbian national movement in the
new communist government
1980s, when this tie was broken
peoples who
against so-called collaborators and
with the rejection of Yugoslavism
“class enemies” further traumatized
and Yugoslavia as the Serbian
suffered Serbian
the Yugoslav nations.
homeland.
revenge.
The scale of the massacres in the
Under the pressure of national,
NDH and other mass executions
social, and economic problems, Yuwould not allow their examination
goslavia did not survive for long as a
in the atmosphere of “national reconciliation” that
parliamentary democracy. King Alexander’s impofollowed the war. Such a possibility was further desition of dictatorship in 1929 decisively defeated
nied by communist ideology, which rejected atthe idea of Yugoslavia as a liberal state based on
tempts to define the problems of ethnic war in “na“national unity.” Through repression and persecutional” terms. As such, genocide and massacres
tions, the King imposed his own version of nawere not carried out by members of national
tional unity, including extensive regional
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groups, but by “fascists,” “Ustashe,” and “Chetniks.” Monuments were raised to the victims, but a
veil of silence covered over the climate of fear and
mutual distrust.24
Ever since the founding of Yugoslavia, two distinct nationalist policies have struggled for primacy in the debate over the country’s political
future: Croatian separatism striving for an independent state and Serbian centralism striving to
preserve the common Yugoslav state under its
dominion. Croatian nationalism was separatist
and oppositional, Serbian nationalism alternated
between outright Serbian rule and a strict federalism governed through central government institutions. While the former would be nurtured by
economic growth through a reorientation of the
Croatian economy, the latter would have to rely on
the army and the police. The Croatian policy supported the devolution of power from the center
outward and found support among most other

Yugoslav nations, which would eventually
articulate their own national aspirations—Slovenian, Macedonian, Albanian, and (in the Bosnian experience) Muslim.
Both of these strident, ethnocentric, national
ideologies preordained the failure of any attempt
to constitute Yugoslavia as a modern unitary and
liberal state. To be sure, such attempts lacked a
genuine appreciation for the term “liberal state.”
For Serbia, the Yugoslav state became nothing
more than a vehicle for Serbian domination,
which, in turn, stimulated Croatian national opposition and, in a somewhat subsidiary fashion,
Slovenian nationalism. The position of the other
Yugoslav nations was simply not a matter for discussion. The first Yugoslav state was not only unable to pacify internal conflicts and dilute rigid national ideologies, but its collapse in World War II
left no mechanisms in place to prevent extreme
methods of resolving the national question.
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3

ETHNO-NATIONAL
FEDERALISM UNDER
COMMUNIST RULE

T

he disintegration of the second Yugoslavia
and the activity of the main actors up
through the outbreak of violent conflict can
be understood in a specific context, that of a multinational federal state operating within a socialist
framework. Both of these elements, which served
as the bases of Yugoslavia’s renewal after World
War II, produced new problems of integration at
the level of both the federation and the new federal
units, or “national states.” New contradictions
emerged with the radical rejection of the civic principle of citizenship as a means of integrating the
Yugoslav state and its constituent parts.

“National in form, socialist in content”
The renewal of the country from the start of the
war was taken up by the League of Communists of
Yugoslavia, which played the role of “mediator”
among the quarreling Yugoslav peoples. It
promised a resolution of the national question,
which from its ideological standpoint, could be
settled only as an inseparable part of a social revolution. The party’s linkage of social and national
revolutions offered a specific way to “resolve” the
national question and constitute Yugoslavia as a
unified state. The linkage between nation and
revolution was presented as a comprehensive

arrangement, best expressed by the classic Soviet
formula, “national in form, socialist in content.”
What exactly did this formula mean for the formation of Yugoslavia as a state, and how exactly was
the national question “resolved” according to this
formula?
The contradictory nature of Yugoslavia as a state
was apparent from its very inception. On the one
hand, the Communist party was able to come to
power only as a Yugoslav movement; on the other
hand, it could not hope to attract the “oppressed
nations” to the revolutionary cause with the
promise of a Yugoslav solution to the national
question. The social revolution, following the tradition of the Soviet experience, subsumed class
and national divisions within the categories of the
oppressed and the oppressor. Simply put, some of
Yugoslavia’s nations were “working class,” and others ranked among the bourgeoisie. According to
the LCY, the “Serbian bourgeoisie” was both a class
and national oppressor. Thus, the party did not offer a Yugoslavia that its “exploited nations” would
continue to view as a Serbian creation; rather, it attempted to move the new Yugoslavian project as
far away from Serbian influence as it could. This
was achieved by emphasizing the revolutionary
right of each nation to self-determination and by
offering the promise of a federal organization of
Yugoslavia. The resulting framework of social revolution (which, according to party ideologists, was
coterminous with the country’s national war of liberation) could only be a new, socialist Yugoslavia.
In its formulation of the new socialist project, “the
party had come to acquire a sensitivity to the point
of view of the individual Yugoslav nationalities
while at the same time being fully committed to
finding a Yugoslav solution to the national question.”25 How would such a Yugoslavia be constituted? On what institutional assumptions would it
be based?
According to official communist doctrine, Yugoslavia could not be established as a nation-state,
even in a federal arrangement. “Nations” were
products of capitalism, not socialism; so any attempt to establish administrative units based on
historical categories, such as nations, was out of the
question. Unity in the new, socialist Yugoslavia was
to be realized by merging the basic differences (including national ones) among its various peoples in
an all-encompassing proletariat.26 This presumed
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based on an ethno-national sovereignty that would
unity was not political (i.e., national) but apolitical
bear the seeds of future ethnocracies once its so(i.e., class-based) in nature. Until the time when
cialist framework fell apart.29 Five constitutive nathis new unity could be fully established, nations
would be recognized and constituted as sovereign
tions were so recognized—Croats, Macedonians,
states, but only until that “form” could be tranMontenegrins, Serbs, and Slovenes—each of which
scended by an authentic community of working
was territorially and politically organized as a repeople. Of course, recognition of the nations as
public in the Yugoslav federation. One republic,
sovereign states was, from the start, more estabBosnia-Herzegovina, was not recognized under the
lished on paper than in fact, particularly with renational principle until 1971. After the recognition
gard to their own national policies. The major deciof Muslims as a separate ethno-nation, Bosniasions were taken in the central party organs, and
Herzegovina became a republic consisting of three
all state institutions, including republican governconstitutive peoples: Serbs, Croats, and Muslims.
ments, were merely “transmitters”
The constitutive nations enof these decisions.
joyed the status of states (reThe formula “national in form,
publics), while all of the other nahe formula
socialist in content” established
tional groups held the status of
Yugoslavia as a state based on one
national minorities with recog“national in form,
ideological project, or more prenized cultural rights. Later on, this
cisely, the absolute and centralstatus was elevated to the level of
socialist in content”
ized power of the Communist
“nationalities” (narodnost), grantparty and its apparatus of state
ing
them proportional representaestablished Yugopower.27 The subjective dimention at the local level, and at the
provincial/republican and federal
sion of Yugoslavia as a state is exslavia as a state
levels for larger minority groups
pressed by “socialist patriotism,”
(e.g., Hungarians in Vojvodina).
which reduces its identity to that
based on one
Within the Serbian republic, two
of a communist supranational
ideological
project,
autonomous provinces were
ideology. This tenuous concepformed: Kosovo, populated prition of Yugoslavia would later proor more precisely,
marily by ethnic Albanians, and
voke its crisis. The weakening and
Vojvodina, populated by signifidisappearance of socialism’s ideothe absolute and
cant numbers of ethnic Hungarilogical sovereignty raised perforce
ans and other minorities.30 Under
fundamental and profound quescentralized power of
tions about Yugoslavia’s existence
the 1974 constitution, both of
as a state, as happened in Czechothese regions took on a state-like
the Communist
slovakia and the Soviet Union.
status similar to that enjoyed by
As long as communist Yuthe republics.
party and its
goslavia could not be defined as a
Despite the regime’s attempts to
apparatus of state
nation-state (“nation” defined as a
control national aspirations by inshared political community), nor
stitutionalizing them within the
power.
its citizens as constituting a unipolitical and territorial boundaries
fied nation, its communist leaders
of the titular republics, the more
could safely
abstract aspects of nationhood
allow its composite parts to be constituted in nacould not be so confined. Conferring the sense of
tional terms.28 Yugoslavia institutionalized the restatehood upon Yugoslavia’s major ethnic groups
had far greater consequences in strengthening the
lations among these nations through an unusual
territorial and ethnic integration of these nations.
federal arrangement based on a hierarchy of two
That is, their rights to be “constitutive” were recogkinds of ethno-nationality. Enjoying the higher
nized not only within their respective states, but
status were the “constitutive nations” that origialso among their conationals inhabiting the terrinally “joined together in the common state” and
tory of other Yugoslav republics. In some cases,
theoretically enjoyed the right to be recognized as
these ethnic diaspora communities viewed the
sovereign states. Thus, Yugoslav federalism was
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constitutive nature of Yugoslav nationhood as giving them the right to extend the sovereignty of
their national “homeland” to the territories they inhabited. Such was the case with Serbs in Croatia,
constituting 12 percent of the republic’s population in 1991. Later, this status would produce enormous problems, giving Croatian Serbs the “right”
to secede from Croatia, and giving Croatia the
right to deny them this status by designating them
as a “minority” in its new constitution. An even
clearer example was in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
where, according to the same principle, three nations held sovereignty: Serbs, Croats, and Muslims.31 This principle held for Yugoslavia’s other
nations as well, but it did not have the same consequences due to the significantly smaller share of
other nations in their populations.
Yugoslavia’s institutionalization of these two opposing principles of integration—territorial-political and ethnic—posed an apparent contradiction
that had two major consequences.32 First, none of
Yugoslavia’s constitutive nations acquired its own
national state (with the exception of Slovenia,
which was more or less ethnically homogeneous),
since members of other “constitutive” nations lived
within their borders. The second consequence
bears on the issue of the right to self-determination. Specifically, who is the bearer of that right in
the Yugoslav experience? Does self-determination
apply to the republics or to “peoples” as members
of national groups? (Serbian nationalists insisted
on the latter, referring to the federal constitution,
which states that “nations” and not republics
“joined together” to form the common state.)
There was a third consequence whose significance would become increasingly apparent in later
conflicts: When “constitutive peoples” were in the
minority of a particular republic, they were denied
the exercise of their cultural rights, since they
already enjoyed such rights in their own titular
republics. Thus, for example, Serbs in both Croatia
and Bosnia-Herzegovina, or Croats in the latter,
could not carry out their own cultural policies as
ethnic groups, nor could they maintain cultural
links with their home republics.33 Such policies
not only precluded the possibility of peacefully integrating national minorities into the majority ethnic group’s titular republic, but they prevented
these minorities from maintaining vital cultural
linkages to their national homelands within the
territorial and political framework of that republic.

This absolutized the political (i.e., state) criteria for
guarding and protecting the “nation” in the ethnocultural sense. Moreover, this arrangement later
gave Serbia’s policy of unifying all Serbs unlimited
possibilities for playing upon Serbian discontent
in order to escalate conflicts in Croatia or BosniaHerzegovina.
This system was the logical consequence of rejecting the civil state as a framework for integration
under the socialist regime. Such a “supranational”
arrangement could be maintained only with the
unlimited power of the Communist party, which
kept an eye on any and all attempts to raise national consciousness to the level of nationalism
among Yugoslavia’s myriad ethno-national groups.
Could the new Yugoslavia have succeeded in attenuating the country’s two major national ideologies—Serbian domination and Croatian separatism—that threatened the very survival of the
Yugoslav experiment? The obvious answer is that
it could not, but less obvious is why it could not.
Was the Yugoslav experiment doomed to fail from
its inception? The key to answering this deeper
question once again lies in the different perceptions of Yugoslavia’s two main ethno-national
groups about the purpose of the new federation.
The revolutionary bases—national and social—
underlying the legitimacy of socialist Yugoslavia
can be understood as a compromise between the
two major national ideologies. Yugoslavia’s new
federal arrangement within a socialist context not
only provided all of the region’s major national
groups their own territorial sovereignty, but ensured a de jure equality among the federation’s
new states. At least this was the perception among
most of the Yugoslav nations, including Croatia.
Serbia perceived the new federation differently: Yugoslavia’s renewal under a strong, centralized communist order would once again fulfill Serbia’s historical quest to unify all Serbs in one state.34 Serbs
accepted the new federation and the borders that
defined its republics and provinces only because
Yugoslavia, not the republic of Serbia, would now
be the guarantor of their national interest. In spite
of its new configuration, Yugoslavia’s basic asymmetry survived under the guise of arbitrary “national balancing acts” that would later serve as the
basis for new nationalist grievances. The most obvious of such “national balancing acts” was the
overrepresentation of Serbs in the federal organs
of power—military, police, and administration.
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Disproportionate numbers of Serbs outside of Serbia joined Partisan forces in World War II and
were active in the revolution. For their efforts as a
loyal cadre, these Serbs were awarded state and
party positions in these republics in disproportionate numbers. This circumstance especially
caused discontent among Croats, even though the
numbers of Serbs did not undermine the dominant position of the Croatian cadre in its own titular republic. On the other hand, this circumstance
“balanced off” the reduction of Serbia as a republic
(with its two autonomous provinces).35

Centralism and decentralism
Beginning in the early 1960s, the debate over centralism versus decentralism in the federation highlighted the differences between the two fundamental views of Yugoslavia’s national purpose. Serbia’s
official policy strategically sided with the center of
power and “Yugoslavism,” resisting until the end
of the decade the push for decentralization and
economic reforms that would lead to a redistribution of power in favor of the republics and
provinces.36 Croatia and Slovenia extended their
original support of economic decentralization to
the central Yugoslav party and state apparatuses,
resisting periodic attempts by the party to renew
the idea of “Yugoslavism” outside the context of
“socialist patriotism.”37 This position found support among the other non-Serbian republics and
provinces, not because of similar economic interests, but for political reasons—namely, to weaken
the central government as a Serbian stronghold.
Thus Croatia (along with Slovenia and the other
non-Serbian republics) adopted the strategy of
loosening and weakening the central role of the
federation, preferring that it merely represent the
positions the republics and provinces had already
agreed on.
If one event foreshadowed the specter of nationalism in postwar Yugoslavia, it occurred in
1964 at the Eighth LCY Congress, which rejected
the idea of “Yugoslav culture” as assimilationist.
Croatia and its supporters denounced “integral
Yugoslavism” as a chauvinist policy advanced by
Serbian hegemonists. Similarly, the congress rejected the “bourgeois prejudice about the withering away of nations” and the specious notion that
“national differences will disappear quickly after

the revolution.” These viewpoints were judged as
being not only incorrect but also bureaucratic,
“unitarist,” and hegemonic.38 In line with such criticism, the congress witnessed a complete turnaround in efforts to establish Yugoslavia as a nation-state. From that point on, nations/republics
were to become the real bearers of sovereignty, as
all nations have the right to do. At its next congress in 1969, the LCY followed the same pattern,
transferring party power to the republican organs.
Thus, Yugoslavia’s Communist party practically
disappeared as a unified organization, although it
continued to function primarily because of Tito’s
sacred and absolute power.
The devolution of power initiated at the Eighth
LCY Congress eventually produced a series of
comprehensive constitutional changes that culminated in the 1974 constitution. Tito’s personal
power was strengthened under Yugoslavia’s new
basic law (which only served to codify the tremendous growth of his personality cult during the
1970s), as was the political role of the Yugoslav
National Army, which became the ninth member
of the collective presidency of the LCY, along with
the eight representatives of the republics and
provinces.39 On the other hand, the new constitution also transferred power to the republics. In
the federal organs, decisions had to be made according to consensus (with each republic and
province holding veto power). All of the republics
were represented equally in government bodies;
the provinces had a smaller number of representatives, but this did not affect their position. Representatives in federal organs consisted of “delegations” from the republics and provinces, and they
were accountable to these bodies for their decisions. Republics and provinces could develop
their own independent foreign relations, and the
organization of territorial defense was left up to
the republics as well.
The formal bearers of sovereignty in Yugoslavia
were its nations. Without the agreement and approval of the country’s eight national states (six republics and the two provinces), the federation
could not function, as it did not have its own
autonomous source of authority.40 The need for
agreement among disparate national states operating within a framework of overlapping federal and
confederal jurisdictions (the proscribed powers of
the federation were fairly broad) meant that every
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question was necessarily “nationalized,” inevitably
leading to national confrontations on a regular
basis.41 Under the 1974 constitution, so-called
international relations were established within Yugoslavia.42 Every question affecting the entire federation first had to be cleared in one’s own state
and returned to the federal level for final agreement. Since there were no federal bodies with their
own source of legitimacy that transcended that of
the republics, Yugoslavia under the new constitution could neither frame issues in terms of their impact on the federation as a whole, nor arrive at federal solutions that attempted to effect compromise
outcomes.
Finally, the 1974 constitution established a symmetry that precluded linking Yugoslavia’s identity
with any particular republic. As such, Yugoslavia
essentially had no citizens; rather, it was inhabited
by citizens of its respective republics. In reality,
though, the country’s political life belonged to Tito
and the Yugoslav National Army. The country’s

political elites would begin their competition for
real political power only after Tito’s death in 1980.
The institutionalization of Yugoslavia as an
ethno-national federation constituted the first step
in dismembering Yugoslavia along ethnic lines.
This analysis suggests that Yugoslavia, as a multinational state, was formed in such a way that it
emerged and survived only under the aegis of authoritarian rule, and that the battle for ethnonational statehood results in either the construction of a common “nation-state” that seeks to pacify
separate national identities, disintegration into independent states, or the formation of a confederation (which is not a “state” in the real sense of the
term). However, neither possibility obtained in
postwar Yugoslavia, since asymmetrical national
interests and the very institutional structure of
multinationality precluded these alternatives.
Rather, Yugoslavia’s states resorted to yet another
alternative—to change Yugoslavia’s internal borders through prolonged, bloody conflict.
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4

THE ROLE OF SERBIAN
RESSENTIMENT

T

hus far, this study has attempted to explain
the fragility of the Yugoslav state in terms of
both the dominant national ideologies that
shook its foundations from its very creation and
the institutional frameworks within which national conflicts evolved.
Tito’s principal strategy in maintaining national
peace sought to curb the power of the largest republic (Serbia) and prevent the separation of the
others from the federation. After his death, such a
peace had little chance of surviving absent a
supreme arbiter. No legitimate political institutions existed in Yugoslavia to both regulate conflicts among different national groups and support
the ideal of a unified nation-state, a common situation for all multinational states in the communist
bloc. This circumstance was particularly convenient for the rise of ethno-nationalism in these
countries.43

Sources of crisis in Serbia:
The nationalist response
The crisis in the former Yugoslavia, characterized
first by the political disintegration of the country
and then by its descent into full-scale war to alter republican borders, cannot be understood without
an analysis of the crisis that broke out in Serbia in

the mid-1980s. This crisis had its origins in the
powerful nationalist movement under the leadership of Serbia’s Communist party. Initially, it
sought the restoration of the Yugoslav federation
based on the authority of the Communist party,
but it soon grew into a movement for the creation
of a “Greater Serbia.” With each passing day, this
movement intensified national conflicts and
pushed the crisis toward the denouement of war
that eventually engulfed all of Yugoslavia. The
country could have embraced a democratic response to the collapse of the communist system
only under the condition that all participants pursue a moderate policy.44 Unfortunately, Yugoslavia
was robbed of such a conditional alternative with
the triumph of conservative factions in the League
of Communists of Serbia and the ascension of Slobodan Milosevic as its leader in 1987.
The Serbian crisis had multiple origins, three of
which can be identified as the most profound.
Serbia’s problematic position under the 1974 constitution. As noted previously, the League of Communists of Yugoslavia was not immune to the
forces that rendered federation-wide institutions
ineffective in guaranteeing Yugoslavia’s existence.
The LCY’s waning authority as the basis of Yugoslav integration was viewed by the Serbs as jeopardizing the Serbian national interest for all Serbs
to live in one state. “Every Serb who had participated in the national liberation movement became
convinced that the new Yugoslavia was becoming
an inter-nationally founded federation in which . . .
the ideological principle had precedence over the
national.” This conviction, “as shown by the identification with Yugoslavia as a formula of internationalism, was the core of most Serbs’ national
consciousness up until 1974. . . .”45
This fundamental legitimacy crisis was bolstered by the existing constitutional arrangement
that defined Yugoslavia as a state by “mutual agreement” of the republics and provinces. Yugoslav
sovereignty had been essentially seized and divided up among the federation’s national groups.
The symmetry established between the republics
and provinces vis-à-vis an empty central authority
made it senseless for Serbia to maintain its “internationalist” position against the “nativist” positions of other republics.46 Yugoslavia’s future was
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heading toward either confederation or disintegration as the communist system weakened. The
Serbian cultural and political elite did not accept
such a future, fearing that the forces propelling Yugoslavia toward dissolution would also destroy the
fundamental Serbian national goal—that all Serbs
live in one state. Viewed as such, Serbian nationalism was a reaction to the fading of what Serbs considered a symbiosis between “Serbianism” and
“Yugoslavism” that was mediated by the communist system. With the disappearance of this symbiosis, the problem of the Serbian diaspora clamored to be resolved once again.
The immediate source of Serbian dissatisfaction
in general, and the most tangible reason for its nationalist reaction in particular, were the constitutional provisions that undermined Serbia’s territorial integrity. Although the institutional system
established under the 1974 constitution prescribed the “nativization” of all Yugoslav peoples
within their territorial, republican frameworks,
Serbia was frustrated in this regard. According to
the constitution, Serbia was not a “sovereign” negotiating party like the other republics because of the
“sovereignty” of its two provinces, Kosovo and
Vojvodina.
According to the 1974 constitution, the republics and provinces were almost completely on
equal footing regarding rights and duties. At the
federal level, provinces had veto power, equal representation in the collective Yugoslav presidency,
and the right to represent their own interests without consulting the republic—most often in opposition to it. Serbia’s representation at the federal
level covered only the territory of “Serbia proper”
(i.e., Serbia without its autonomous provinces),
even though such a jurisdiction was not defined in
the constitution. In ethno-demographic terms, this
meant that Serbia’s representatives in the federation could speak for only 42 percent of the Serbs
living in Serbia.47
Following the period of constitutional reform in
the late 1960s, Serbia’s provinces seized all the attributes of statehood—legislative, judicial, and executive powers—even those not constitutionally
granted to them. The provinces changed their own
constitutions independently, maintained relations
with foreign countries (e.g., Kosovo with Albania),
and created their own territorial defense. Laws
were passed by consensus of all three units; if the

provincial parliaments did not accept Serbian proposals, they applied only to Serbia proper.
Soon after adoption of the 1974 constitution,
the Serbian leadership called for a change in the
Serbian republic’s status. Why it wasn’t changed
immediately is obvious: The constitution could
not be changed because the federation’s members
could not reach an agreement regarding this matter.48 In 1976, the Serbian leadership submitted a
request to change the constitutional provisions
specifying the republic’s composition, seeking to
encompass Serbia’s provinces formally. The document justifying this request to change Serbia’s status was called the “Blue Book” (made public only
in 1990). Denounced as a nationalist tract, the document was received with “knives” by political leaders in the other republics and particularly in the
provinces.49
The situation continued into the early 1980s,
when the focus of attention shifted to Kosovo, the
Serbian province that was the scene of growing
ethnic tension. The Serbian leadership at the time,
headed by Ivan Stambolic, made concerted efforts
to change the status of Serbia vis-à-vis its provinces
with the agreement of the other federation members. However, opening up discussions on this
matter was becoming an increasingly painstaking
process. In order to change the constitution, an effective pro-Serbian coalition was required. When
none was forthcoming, Serbia interpreted the
maintenance of the constitutional status quo as the
work of an anti-Serbian coalition. After the outbreak of nationalist demonstrations in Kosovo in
1981, in which ethnic Albanians demanded republican status for Kosovo—which would bolster
claims to the right to self-determination—the question of Serbia’s constitutional jurisdiction took on
even greater importance; its resolution spelled either political survival or failure. Indeed, Kosovo’s
threat to Serbia’s territorial integrity had been gaining momentum since 1968, when the Kosovar
leadership gave its support to an Albanian national
movement in the province whose principal goal
was to gain republican status for Kosovo.50
Kosovo and the “ethnic threat.” Demonstrations
among Kosovo’s overwhelmingly ethnic Albanian
population were the second reason for the crisis.
Setting Kosovo apart as a de facto republic created
the conditions for a Serbian nationalist reaction.
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Kosovo was considered the cradle of Serbian methat their brethren in Kosovo suffered increasing
dieval culture and the symbol of national history
persecution, evidenced by continued Serbian emiand mythology.51 During the first years after the
gration from the province.58
1981 Albanian demonstrations and the imposition
The main role in defining the situation in
of martial law in Kosovo, the LCY provided the ofKosovo was taken over by an organized movement
ficial, socialist interpretation of the disturbances,
of Serbs from Kosovo that had the support of the
branding them as instances of “counterrevolution”
Orthodox Church and the Serbian intelligentsia.
by Albanian separatists. Viewed in such a way, the
These Serbs’ demands were almost always aimed
Yugoslav leadership avoided identifying ethnic facat constitutional changes that would establish a
tors as the cause of unrest.
united Serbia, but they endeavored even more to
A starkly different interpretation of these events
change the ethnic domination in Kosovo. Their
emerged from the Serbian
main interpretation of
party leadership, which capithe “Serbian tragedy” in
talized on the symbolic
Kosovo was that the ethosovo demonstrated that
meaning of Kosovo and lanic Albanians had gained
tent Serbian nationalism in
control through the 1974
ethnic conflicts could be
order to strengthen its arguconstitution, and that the
ments for changing Serbia’s
only way to stop the “ethinvented and exacerbated
constitutional status. The
nic cleansing” of Serbs in
Serbian Communist party reKosovo was to reinstate
through media propaganda.
defined Kosovo as an ethnic
Serbian domination
threat, tapping national
there.59
This effective tool became the
myths surrounding Kosovo
Both interpretations
and the history of the great
of the problem, the conprincipal mechanism for
Serbian medieval state. The
stitutional position of
intensifying ethnic conflicts in
federal government tolerSerbia as an unequal
ated Serbia’s ethnic reaction,
party in the federation
Yugoslavia.
which centered on the possiand the matter of ethnic
ble loss of Kosovo as a “holy
Albanian domination in
land.”52 The “Albanian eneKosovo, distanced Serbs
my’s” goal, according to the Serbian party leaderfrom a diagnosis of the republic’s real problem: deship, was being realized by the forced expulsion of
termining the basis of Serbia’s political community
53
Serbs from Kosovo, while ethnic Albanians esand its political identity. To be sure, the same probcaped prosecution from a sympathetic provincial
lem applied to Yugoslavia as a whole, but it is not
government for crimes such as rape, murder, theft,
an exaggeration to say that the locus of Yugoslavidesecration of Serbian graves, and various other
a’s demise was in Kosovo. The federation was po54
types of intimidation. Serbian emigration from
litically unequipped to protect its citizens—Serbs
Kosovo came to be viewed by Serbia as nothing
and ethnic Albanians in this case—because it had
short of an exodus under the pressure of Albanian
no nonviolent instrument (above all, the rule of
nationalism, although clearly there were other faclaw) at its disposal to neutralize and pacify these
tors at work.55 Anyone who dared to mention
types of ethnic conflicts.
these other reasons (economic, educational, etc.),
The ethnic politicization of Kosovo increased
particularly if the person was from another Yuthe number of interpretations of the conflict, degoslav republic, was ruthlessly attacked and depending on who was speaking: “genocide” (the
nounced as an enemy of the Serbs.56 Serbian grievSerbian interpretation), “normal migration” and
ances were not thoroughly investigated, since the
“vehicles of Serbian nationalism” (Slovenian), “disvery act of checking suggested doubts about the
possession of ethnic Albanians and political terSerbs’ claims of victimization.57 Not even represror” (Albanian). These interpretations strained resion of the “rebellious” Albanians, the military oclations among the republics. On the one hand,
cupation of Kosovo, or the imprisonment of
Slovenia and Croatia backed the Albanian nationhundreds of Albanians changed Serbs’ opinion
alist movement. On the other hand, Serbian
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responses increasingly acquired overtones of
nationalism, repression, propaganda, and outright
lies.60 Kosovo demonstrated that ethnic conflicts
could be invented and exacerbated through media
propaganda. This effective tool became the principal mechanism for intensifying ethnic conflicts in
Yugoslavia. In essence, the media dramatically
staged reality for millions of Serbs and turned
whatever potential existed in Serbia for ethnic hatred into a self-fulfilling prophesy.
The antidemocratic coalition. The third factor in
the Yugoslav crisis involved the concentration of
the old regime’s conservative forces in Serbia. The
privileged layer of central and local Communist
party bureaucrats and members of the state’s
power apparatus (military and police) viewed with
concern the nascent democratic changes taking
place in the Soviet Union under Gorbachev. Democratization of the “first country of socialism”
threatened Yugoslavia’s status quo and the privileges and positions these elites enjoyed. They were
threatened by domestic liberal opposition as well,
which was strongest in Belgrade at the time. In the
ambiguity surrounding the “Kosovo problem,”
these conservative political elites organized a
putsch in the Serbian Communist party in 1987,
bringing to the forefront the party’s most conservative elements, led by Slobodan Milosevic.
The party conservatives’ support of the military
apparatus was not hidden. General Ljubicic, one of
the most influential officers in the Yugoslav National Army, greeted Milosevic’s candidacy as president of the Serbian Communist party with this encomium: “Slobodan has committed himself to the
battle against nationalism, against liberalism, and
against all forms of counterrevolution in
Belgrade.”61 Criticism of the moderate wing in the
League of Communists of Serbia as being unfaithful to Tito’s politics was accurately read as an accusation of having betrayed national interests. On
both tracks—defending Tito’s cult of personality
and resolving the Kosovo problem—a power struggle took place through party purges, consolidating
the party’s victorious faction, establishing control
over the most influential media outlets, and attacking the liberal opposition.62
Serbia’s conservative power apparatus tapped
new sources of energy and support in the wellspring of Serbian national frustration. The Yugoslav National Army excelled in this technique,

with its “evaluations of the situation” that characterized the “soft communist” reformers as agents of
the “new world order,” whose goal was to deny “socialism [the ability] to rectify its mistakes and show
its strength.”63 The Western countries (especially
Germany) were routinely denounced as enemies
of Yugoslavia for both undermining socialism and
destroying the Soviet Union as a state and military
power. In fact, the army was an instrument not of
the state, but of the party; as such, it was the main
political force (together with the Serbian party faction that maintained its power) posing the most
formidable obstacle to change. When communism
began to split along all its seams, the army rushed
in first to help defend the system. Its actions
should come as no surprise, since it was defending
its own privileges. Officers in the YNA joined Yugoslavia’s conservative apparatchiks in dragging
Serbia into an “antimodern” revolution, which became the social and political background for defending the Serbian national question.64
By the end of the 1980s, a powerful and effective
antidemocratic coalition was firmly in control of
Serbia’s political scene. One side consisted of extreme nationalist elements in the Serbian Orthodox Church and the Serbian intelligentsia, whose
role was to produce propaganda and formulate nationalist ideology. The other side consisted of the
conservative party apparatus, the army, and the
police, who used this nationalist ideology to hold
onto their positions of power. Although their motives were different, the members of this “nationalist-communist” coalition65 complemented each
other and jointly pursued an aggressive policy of
tearing down Yugoslavia and recasting it in their
own mold: Either Yugoslavia would become a
country according to Serbian (i.e., Serbian Communist party) standards, or else Serbia would embark on the path toward creating a “Greater
Serbia” by force. In the end, the new country
would encompass all of Yugoslavia’s Serbs and
keep the members of the ancien regime in their
privileged positions.

Escalation of the conflict:
The Serbian offensive strategy
The principal mechanism for escalating interethnic conflicts in a multinational state begins when
political elites in tenuous positions of power
successfully portray their ethno-nation as being
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threatened by another.66 The political players will
then manipulate this “ethnic threat” to advance
their interests in holding onto political power
and/or vanquishing competing elites. Members of
Serbia’s broad coalition of conservative political,
military, and cultural elites pushed each other toward an extremist definition of the “national
threat,” creating a constant escalation of the conflict among all the other Yugoslav nations. The
more this coalition emphasized the perception
that the Serbian nation was threatened, the more
the other ethnic nations perceived threats to their
own security. This defensive reaction was, in turn,
used to confirm the threat to Serbia, giving it the
right to increase the level of its “defense.”67
This vicious circle of defending against ethnonational threats began in the 1980s with the “ethnic threat” in Kosovo and the uncertainty over the
survival of Yugoslavia’s state and society. The conflict developed in the context of a preemptive vision of Yugoslavia’s disintegration, which incited
the struggle for power and security among all of its
nations’ political leaders. Reality was becoming
more and more a daily fabrication based on mutual name-calling and consciously crafted lies. Ethnic clashes were becoming more frequent and
more intense in a political scene whose script was
becoming increasingly predictable.68
For its part, Serbia used three offensive strategies for grabbing power while working to ensure
Yugoslavia’s disintegration and, at the same time,
beginning the process of nation- and state-building. The Serbian leadership’s new vision of statebuilding now relied on mass nationalist movements that coalesced around the idea of redividing
the Yugoslav space and creating a powerful, allencompassing Serbian state.69 This new vision informed the Serbian intelligentsia’s redefinition of
Serbia’s national identity, as reflected in regularly
repeated media images and historical myths.70
Serbian ressentiment. The very expression of Serbian nationalism and the new vision of the Serbian
state invoked by Serbian nationalist intellectuals
aggravated ethnic tensions.71 The task of redefining the Serbian nation was undertaken by both the
conservative faction of the Serbian intelligentsia
and the Serbian Orthodox Church in collaboration
with the political leadership, which had control
over the mass media. The reawakening of Serbian
national consciousness followed classic methods

of “nation-building,” including descriptions of “national treasures” and cultural uniqueness.72 They
encouraged the Serbian national community to
imagine itself as an “endangered species” that urgently needed its own state in order to protect itself from other “species.” The basic emotion upon
which Serbian national identity was built was the
enmity of other Yugoslav peoples.73 This is best illustrated in the words of the writer and “father of
the Serbian nation,” Dobrica Cosic: “The enemies
of the Serbs made Serbs Serbs.”74 Another wellknown Serbian writer expressed the same thought:
“The Serbian issue was started and opened by others. They straightened us out by blows, made us
sober by offenses, woke us up by injustices,
brought light and united us by coalitions. They
hate us because of Yugoslavia, and now it seems
they do not leave her, but us.”75
Ressentiment—the dominant sentiment of being
threatened and hated throughout Yugoslavia—informed Serbian nationalism, which consisted of
two basic components. One was entirely for domestic purposes, providing the conservative Serbian leadership with a convenient taxonomy of
real and fabricated Serbian grievances against Yugoslavia’s other nations. By constantly returning to
this repertoire of current and historical wrongs,
the Serbian leadership was able to keep nationalist
passions running high.
The second, external, component contained a
revision of Serbian relations with other nations
and with Yugoslavia as a whole. This new set of relations appeared for the first time in 1986 with the
unofficial publication of the Serbian Academy of
Sciences and Arts’ draft “Memorandum,” which
was an attempt to present systematically the situation of the Serbs as a whole nation. Based on that
document and many positions taken by wellknown Serbian writers and members of the Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts appearing daily
in the Serbian media, seven key themes of Serbian
ressentiment are identified here.76
1. Yugoslavia is a Serbian delusion. According
to this theme, Serbs were naively duped into accepting Yugoslavism and the fraternal bonds of its
other nations, while those “brothers” were continually building their ethno-national states on the
bones of dead Serbs who fought in wars of liberation. Only the Serbs love Yugoslavia, they were the
only ones to fight for her, they were the only ones
to abdicate their Serbian nationality in the name of
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One gets a picture of an oppressed and neglected
Yugoslavian unity. They lost considerable “historieconomy in the Yugoslav space. . . . The situation of
cal time” in coming to the realization that YuSerbia should be observed within the pattern of
goslavia was a Serbian delusion. They had everythe political and economic domination of Slovenia
thing to lose in accepting the Yugoslav project, and
and Croatia, who were the initiators of changes in
other nations had everything to gain. The Serbs
all of the previous systems.”80
were the victims of their own futile Yugoslavism:
“The contemporary Serbian national conscious4. Serbs are the losers, because they are the
ness is soiled by ideological fraud . . . with its
only ones who do not have a state proper. They
strongest spiritual footing in its national defeats,
win at war, but lose in peace. All their war victories
the illusory Yugoslavian. . . . The contents and
were canceled out in peace settlements (i.e., two
forms of national consciousness of other Yugoslav
Balkan wars and two world wars). Serbs, along
nations are a priori anti-Yugoslav.”77 But now,
with the Montenegrins, sacrificed their earlier
states for the foundation of Yugoslavia. “The na“there is a growing consciousness that Yugoslavia
78
tion which after a long and bloody struggle came
is a mass grave of the Serbian people. . . .”
once again to have its state
2. The conspiracy
[that is, after the long Otagainst the Serbs. During
toman occupation], which
their entire Yugoslav hishe principal mechanism for
alone fought for and actory, Serbs were exposed
quired democracy, and
to the conspiracy of the
escalating interethnic
which in two world wars
Comintern, the LCY, and
lost 2.5 million compatriTito (the Croat) and
conflicts in a multinational
ots, lived to see that a party
Kardelj (the Slovene), who
commission created by the
played the leading roles in
state begins when political
party apparatus found that
Yugoslav decision making
after four decades in the
and who implemented Yuelites in tenuous positions of
new Yugoslavia it was the
goslavia’s anti-Serbian polonly nation that did not
icy. As part of its social revpower successfully portray
have its own state. A worse
olution and the struggle
their ethno-nation as being
historical fiasco in peaceagainst Serbian hegetime could not be imagmonism, the LCY acted to
threatened
by
another.
ined.”81
reduce Serbia to the Turkish pasha’s outpost in Bel5. Serbs are exposed to
grade and promoted the
the hatred that all Yudisintegration and assimilation of the Serbian peogoslav people have toward them. Hatred toward
ple: “Austro-Hungarian and Comintern ideology
Serbs is a dominant theme in the writings of Serunited in Titoism. In setting up republican-politibian intellectuals, expressed in many different
cal territories, developing republican etatisms . . .
ways. Each Yugoslav nation has its own distinct haand instituting the 1974 constitution, Titoism was
tred toward Serbs. For instance: “Macedonian
doing everything to disintegrate the Serbian naCommunists have simply ‘Macedonized’ Serbs
79
tion, and it succeeded in doing so.”
(i.e., they have committed ethnocide against Serbs
in their republic).” And so it goes for each nation.
3. Serbia is exploited. Serbia was economically
This theme in Serbian ressentiment contends that
exploited by Croatia and Slovenia, which explains
the republic had to endure “the unequal and huits economic backwardness. The largest part of the
miliating position of the Serbian people in the preSerbian Academy’s “Memorandum” was devoted
sent-day Yugoslavia under the rule of an anti-Serb
to this theme, formulated in the following way:
coalition, especially of ‘Serbophobia,’ which in the
“During the entire postwar period, the economy of
last decades has grabbed wide layers of Slovenian,
Serbia was exposed to nonequivalent exchange. . . .
Croatian, Albanian peoples, and some parts of the
There is not the slightest degree of suspicion that
Macedonian intelligentsia and Moslems. . . . The
the relative retardation of Serbia primarily resulted
Albanian national minority for longer than two
because of smaller investments per capita, and not
decades from its motherland hounds the most
because of the effectiveness of investments. . . .

T
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populous Yugoslav people.”82 The Serbian nation
is “surrounded by hatred, which made its peace
more tormenting than the war.”83
6. Serbs are exposed to genocide, again perpetuated by their enemies’ enduring and immutable
anti-Serb policies.84 The motive of Serbia’s leaders
in provoking fear and ethnic clashes was to remind Serbs of genocide’s ever-present proximity
and to prevent a new genocidal campaign against
Serbs. This theme was renewed in a variety of
ways, but mainly through the display of photographs and accounts of Ustashe atrocities
against Serbs in all of the republic’s major newspapers and on television programs.85 An exhibit devoted to Serbian genocide traveled around Serbia
for months.
Orthodox priests demanded that they be allowed to take Serbian victims murdered in World
War II out of mass graves and to rebury them with
dignity.86 Exhuming mass graves and the reburial
of remains has a symbolic role of defining the borders of the Serbian state: Where there are Serbian
graves, there are also Serbian borders. The number
of past genocide victims increased every day during this particular Serbian nationalist campaign,
which led to disputes with Croatia over the exact
number of Serbs murdered. The number of victims
was, in fact, overstated in order to force the Croats
to publicly deny the inflated numbers. In such a
fashion, the Serbs could conclude that Croats
wanted to hide their genocidal crimes against
Serbs in order to deflect attention from preparations for another future campaign: “It seems to me
that that which disrupts relations between Serbs
and Croats now is connected to the genocide
which was perpetrated against the Serbian people
by [the Croatian Ustashe regime]. . . . We can conclude that this hiding of genocide represents an
appeal to history for a repeat. . . .”87 Thus, “Serbs
are the people who are constantly exposed to
genocide.”88
7. A national state of all Serbs. An identity created from others’ hatred meant that inevitably Serbs
would want to “clean their house” of all those who
hated them: “After genocide, . . . after the 1974 constitution, . . . it is difficult to understand why Serbs
today do not reasonably and obstinately aspire to a
state without national problems, national hatreds,
and Serbophobia.”89 “We Serbs have to learn to
think that we can live alone.”90 Thus, the issue of a
Serbian national state is seen as an “issue of freedom

and the right to exist for the Serbian ethnos as the
whole of its spiritual, cultural, and historical identity, irrespective of the present-day republican
boundaries and the Yugoslav Constitution. If this
freedom and the right are not respected, then the
historical goal of the Serbian people—unification of
all Serbs in one state—is not realized.”91
These nationalist themes, which were perpetuated by the Serbian intelligentsia through the republic’s major media outlets, would not have been
entirely successful if they had not been taken up
by Serbia’s political and military elites as part of
their daily activity, although they did not publicly
express such views. Serbia’s conservative intellectuals and, later on, the republic’s nationalist opposition parties, were the voice of official nationalist
policy. At the beginning of 1991, it was officially
disclosed that Slobodan Milosevic accepted the
right of all peoples to self-determination, but he
did not accept the existing republican borders. In
March 1991, at a closed meeting with the leaders of
all Serbian municipalities, Milosevic stated the
possibility that Serbs could “live alone”:
Borders, as you know, are always dictated by the
strong, they are never dictated by the weak. Therefore it is basic for us to be strong. We simply believe that the legitimate right and interest of the
Serbian people is to live in one state. That is the
beginning and the end. That legitimate interest of
the Serbian people does not threaten the interest
of any other nation. Anyway, why would they
need those Serbs who bother them so much in
Knin, Petrinja, Glina, Lika, Banija, Kordun,
Baranja, if this problem is of such magnitude?
And, if we have to fight, God help us, we will. I
hope they will not be so crazy to fight with us. Because, if we cannot work and produce well, at
least we know how to fight.92

Political mobilization: The “antibureaucratic revolution” and the unification of Serbia. The only way
out of this “national catastrophe,” according to Serbia’s intelligentsia, was by encouraging a Serbian
uprising. The hope was for a national revolution in
which the Serbs would again be able to create their
own national state. This so-called antibureaucratic
revolution, which was organized from above by
Milosevic’s party clique with the help of Serbs
from Kosovo and the secret police, drew upon the
nationalist ideology of “being threatened and
hated.” During 1988–89, the revolutionary forces
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took shape as a mass movement to create a “unified Serbia,” successfully tapping social and national discontent in the republic, especially over
the situation in Kosovo. Political mobilization developed through mass “meetings of solidarity”
with Serbs from Kosovo. These meetings were
used as an extra-institutional way of tearing down
the leaderships in Serbia’s provinces (Vojvodina
and Kosovo) and in Montenegro. More than sixty
such meetings were held across Serbia, in which
3.5 million people participated. There were few
places in the republic where these “meetings of
truth” were not held. Although the slogans varied
from place to place, they were all distinctly nationalist and even racist in content. For the first time,
people appeared at these meetings dressed in
Chetnik regalia.93 At the November 1988 meeting
of “Brotherhood and Unity,” held in Belgrade and
attended by more than one million people, calls
for hounding Slovenia out of Yugoslavia were publicly heard for the first time. At the same gathering,
Milosevic spoke in ominous tones about the use of
force:
This is not the time for sorrow; it is time for struggle. This awareness captured Serbia last summer
and this awareness has turned into a material
force that will stop the terror in Kosovo and unite
Serbia. . . . People will even consent to live in
poverty but they will not consent to live without
freedom. . . . Both the Turkish and the German invaders know that these people win their battles
for freedom. . . . We shall win despite the fact that
Serbia’s enemies outside the country are plotting
against her. . . . We tell them that we enter every
battle with the aim of winning it.94

Just a few short months after Milosevic’s speech,
Serbia seemed to be preparing for such a battle.
The republic enacted a series of sweeping repressive measures in Kosovo in March 1989. A coup
d’état brought a Serbian puppet regime to power
in Montenegro. At the same time, the populist and
authoritarian Serbian national movement invested
its national leader with absolute power, thereby
making democratization and a clear break with the
ancien regime impossible.95
In the already weakened Yugoslav presidency,
Serbia could no longer count on a majority of votes
in the collective body. The attempt of the Serbian
Communists to dominate the LCY failed at its extraordinary (and last) congress in January 1990,
when the Slovenian and Croatian representatives

walked out, thus signaling the end of Yugoslavia’s
Communist party.
Mobilization of the Serbian diaspora: The Croatian nationalist response. Serbia’s third strategic
move involved the mobilization of the Serbian diaspora in Croatia by directly linking its loyalty to
Serbia’s survival. Ethnic skirmishes using diaspora
Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina were
planned with the idea of tearing the republics
apart along ethnic lines. In the climate of nationalist hysteria surrounding a “unified Serbia,” the Serbian nationalist coalition had little trouble spreading rumors of possible genocidal campaigns
directed at the Serbian diaspora communities in
these republics. Such rumors were largely intended to mobilize the diaspora Serbs, and they
would not have been successful had there been no
recognizable strain of Ustashe nationalism in
Croatia’s official policy. If Croatia had not fallen
victim to its own national chauvinism, Serbia’s entire strategy would have failed.
Slovenia was the first to clash with Milosevic, attacking him for destroying the leaderships in Vojvodina and Montenegro. These attacks were welcomed with open arms, since they rallied Serbs
around anti-Slovenian sentiment. At the same
time, Slovenia was using Milosevic to justify its
plans to secede from Yugoslavia. In fact, secession
was already under way in 1989, when the Slovenes
proclaimed that federal laws were valid in Slovenia
only if they conformed with Slovenian law. The
Croatian Communist party kept silent because of
the republic’s Serbian minority, ever aware that an
attack on Milosevic would cause a major rift with
Croatian Serbs. Yet, the silence could not last
forever.
Serbia’s mobilization of Croatian Serbs started
with an unsuccessful attempt to organize a meeting of solidarity in Knin with Serbs and Montenegrins from Kosovo. Belgrade inundated the Knin
gathering with constant messages, and the Serbian
Orthodox Church assisted by publishing a text
that claimed the situation of Serbs in Croatia was
worse than that of Serbs in Kosovo and that such
terror would force Serbs to migrate toward the
east.96 The Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts
also contributed by organizing a conference on the
Croatian war memorial at Jasenovac, once more
heating up the unavoidable theme of the Croatian
genocide of the Serbs; an accompanying tract
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accused Croatia of assimilating Serbs living in the
republic. The Serbian Writers Association also organized a meeting in 1989 with the theme of “Serbophobia,” where Croatian genocide was once
again featured prominently. Finally, all kinds of
Serbian emissaries were sent to Knin to incite
Croatian Serbs, and the response this time seemed
promising. The meeting was set for February 28,
1989. Well-trained “advance people” came from
Serbia, shouting out Slobodan Milosevic’s name
and carrying posters with his visage looking out
over the crowd, waving the Serbian national flag,
and singing nationalist hymns.97
Soon after this event, the Croatian Democratic
Union appeared on Croatia’s political scene. During the creation of the nationalist party, its leader,
Franjo Tudjman, accused the Croats of being
silent, and attacked the system in which the “sovereignty of the Croatian people” had been made an
impossible goal. In the republic’s parliament just a
couple of days later, it was suggested that the Croatian Constitution be changed so that it would no
longer stipulate that Croatia was also a state of the
Serbian people. Thus, the process of Croatia’s ethnic homogenization began.
Finally, at the February 24, 1990 inauguration
of the Croatian Democratic Union, in the presence

of Ustashe émigrés and Croats waving their national flag, Tudjman delivered his well-known remark that the “Independent State of Croatia [under the Ustashe regime] was not only a chauvinist
state, but also the result of specific historic facts
and the will of the Croatian people to create their
own state.”98
During this short period, Croatian Serbs became tightly organized. They formed their own
party and began to express their territorial pretensions. First, they expressed these ideas as the need
for cultural and then political autonomy; finally,
they threatened secession if Croatia were to become an independent state. Meetings were held
throughout the republic at which young men appeared in Chetnik regalia, shouting “This is
Serbia!”
Tudjman won the elections in Croatia. This was
the greatest gift that Milosevic and the rest of Serbia’s nationalist coalition could have received. After Tudjman’s victory, unremitting media propaganda from both sides further exacerbated the
conflict. Now Serbs were really threatened, and
war was no longer a remote possibility. The labels
that each side had attached to the other had in fact
become their identities: Both Chetniks and
Ustashe had reappeared in Yugoslavia.
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5

THE BREAKDOWN OF
COMMUNISM
Collapse and War

B

y the late 1980s, the emerging democratic
movements across Eastern Europe were
gathering momentum. In Yugoslavia, by
contrast, national movements were gearing up to
establish their own states. The breakdown of the
communist regime and the advent of free elections
was the culmination of what had already been going on for almost a decade in Yugoslavia. Along
with the process of democratization in the republics and the denial of that same process in the
federal government, central state authority was becoming weaker, approaching a situation of anarchy that bore an unsettling resemblance to the collapse of the empire that used to rule the Balkans.
Yugoslavia’s breakup gave new meaning to the old
notion of Balkanization.99
At first glance, it could be concluded that Balkanization was the predictable outcome of the collapse of communism and the end of the Cold War
balance of power. This allegedly “natural” state of
affairs in the region, which had long suffered from
unresolved national questions and old conflicts
among the three founding nations of Yugoslavia
(Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes), generally has been
regarded as the explanation for the country’s ongoing violence. Nationalist antagonisms in postcommunist Yugoslavia appeared to confirm
Nietzsche’s “eternal return”: Once again, Slovenes
and Croats were fighting for their independent

states, and Serbs were struggling for their own unification within one state. How could history repeat
itself in such a stereotypical fashion? What hidden
mechanism accounted for this repetition? Had five
decades of communist rule had no effect on the
“national question”? As stated at the beginning of
this study, the Communist party combined two elements to create the Yugoslav state: 1) resolution
of the national question, and 2) social revolution.
In order to understand the most recent Balkanization of the region, both elements must be taken
into account. As communism collapsed, the strategies of the political actors in each of the Yugoslav
republics were determined by specific elements of
the national question on the one hand, and the
search for an exit from the communist system on
the other.
After five decades during which Yugoslavia’s
Communist leaders preoccupied themselves with
“external” and “internal” enemies of the regime
that could threaten their privileged positions, the
enemy suddenly had become real. That this enemy
came from the “first socialist country,” where
Gorbachev granted “permission” to all the communist countries to choose their own way, was the
clearest sign that communism was losing its ideological ability to maintain these leaders in power.
Various strategies for dealing with the impending downfall of communist regimes typically
framed the responses to nationalist conflicts
throughout the region during the 1980s, but Yugoslavia’s republican elites could not agree on a
joint policy for managing the mounting threats to
their multinational system. At its last congress in
January 1990, the Serbian Communist party, led
by Milosevic and supported by the Yugoslav National Army, sought to reinforce the communist
regime’s role of holding Yugoslavia together; but
other republican leaders, particularly in Slovenia
and Croatia, did not want to continue down that
path. They clearly perceived that a departure from
the communist system could serve as their path
away from Yugoslavia and toward the establishment of their own independent states. Thus, each
of the republics was pursuing a separate policy,
combining the national cause with ideological
choice.
Saving the communist regime remained the one
method by which conservative elites in Serbia, including the YNA, could simultaneously preserve
the Yugoslav state and achieve the goal of Serbian
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unification within one country. After the conservatives took power in 1987, they saw little advantage
in democratic change. This is unfortunate. In fact,
the only way that Serbia could have successfully resolved its national question of all Serbs living
within one state would have been for it to take the
leading role in democratization, offering a multiparty system, a liberal federation, and a freemarket economy. Such was the path taken by other
republics, first by Slovenia and Croatia, and then
to some extent by the other republics. The conservative Serbian elite believed it was left with few options: It defended the old regime and opposed political pluralism and economic reform.100
The dual games (national and ideological)
played by all the republics to a greater or lesser extent actually precluded both of two possible paths
to a resolution of the federation’s crisis. The republics’ leaders were unable to either reimagine
Yugoslavia as a democratic and minimal state or to
break away peacefully by creating new, separate,
democratic states. These games led to the final
stage of Yugoslavia’s disintegration, which went
through four phases: (1) introducing varying degrees of political pluralism, which fostered and in
some cases even maximized the interests of the different republics; (2) giving precedence to national
goals over economic interests and political reform;
(3) establishing national states as ethnocracies,
that is, differentiating citizens’ rights and obligations along ethnic lines; and (4) negotiating the
age-old question of Yugoslavia’s political form.
Taken together, these four phases amounted to a
prelude to war.

Political pluralism
The republics witnessed the formation of a variety
of new political parties during 1989–90. Since
most of these parties to varying degrees advanced
nationalist programs, political pluralism in Yugoslavia was strongly colored by nationalism from
the very start. In April 1990, Slovenia and Croatia
held their first free elections; the Communists lost
in both cases. Meanwhile, Serbia’s official policy remained at the level of reform rhetoric; Serbian
leaders continued to advocate political pluralism
without actually introducing a multiparty system.
However, once all of the other governments in the
region had squarely embarked on the path of

political reform, Serbia had no choice but to accept
multiparty elections. The League of Communists
of Serbia rechristened itself the Socialist Party in
July 1990. Although all of the communist parties in
the various republics entered their respective multiparty elections under new names, only in Serbia
and Montenegro did these renamed communist
parties win, and only then with the support of the
YNA. At that time, the YNA openly supported the
Serbian side—or, more precisely, Milosevic’s Socialist Party of Serbia. The three main tenets of this
coalition were: 1) both partners were against liberal and democratic changes; 2) both viewed the
new Yugoslavia as a vehicle for advancing Serbian
and military interests; and 3) both had majority
participation of Serbs. The other republics’ new
parties were able to push the Communists into the
opposition, and in doing so the republics could assert that they had become “democracies” by virtue
of having overthrown their communist predecessors. In Serbia, on the other hand, a combination
of communism and nationalism won out.
The most important fact about these first free
elections was that they confirmed the power of the
offensive strategy of defending national interests.
Bosnia-Herzegovina’s first and only elections were
particularly instructive when viewed from this
standpoint. The Bosnians had a chance to vote for
the liberal and reformist party of the then Yugoslav
prime minister, Ante Markovic. Indeed, his party
seemed to be the most popular in BosniaHerzegovina. But it turned out that the people
from each of the three national communities were
afraid to take the chance to vote for the civic parties, fearing that the others might vote for nationalist ones—a typical “prisoner’s dilemma.” Thus, the
results of the elections mirrored the national census; almost all citizens of Bosnia-Herzegovina
voted according to their national affiliation. Nationalist parties won in all of the republics, except
Macedonia.101
Maximal nationalist programs became enshrined as state policy in the main rival republics,
Serbia and Croatia. In both republics, opposition
parties decided to expand nationalist agendas
rather than devise alternative programs that would
strike some balance between nationalist and democratic goals, between extremist and moderate
national policies. Some of the ultranationalist opposition parties, in cooperation with their
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might succeed in acquiring a new lease on life.
respective state governments, set up their own
With his liberal political outlook and substantial
armies and paramilitary formations, which eventueconomic success, Markovic represented a real
ally would be responsible for horrible crimes.
chance for the various nations to avoid the path of
The centrality of ethnicity in Yugoslavia’s politiwar and destruction and, instead, turn toward a fucal life grew as the victorious nationalist parties
ture based on modernization and eventual Eurospread beyond their borders, serving the interests
pean integration. During 1990, the standard of livof their conationals, or “constituent peoples,” who
ing rose as hard-currency reserves swelled to $7.1
lived in other republics. Thus, Franjo Tudjman’s
billion, twice their 1989 level. The
Croatian Democratic Union opened
country’s foreign debt decreased
branches for Croats living in Bosniaand repayments took place on
Herzegovina and Vojvodina. Simiome of the
schedule.
larly, Serbs in Bosnia-Herzegovina
Markovic’s economic and politiand Croatia formed local branches
ultranationcal program ran counter to the naof the Serbian Democratic Party
tionalist politics pursued by the variwith guidance from Belgrade.102
alist opposition
ous republics. Markovic eschewed
The Muslim Party of Democratic
the endless discussions about YuAction, led by Alija Izetbegovic, origparties, in
goslavia’s future political form, ininated in Bosnia-Herzegovina but
sisting that the term used for such a
soon expanded to Serbia and Moncooperation with
form (i.e., federation or confederatenegro to support the Muslims livtion) was not important. What mating in Sandzhak. Moreover, larger
their respective
tered most to Markovic was mainnational minorities, such as the
state governtaining a consensus on the
Albanians and Hungarians, estabusefulness of an integrated, welllished their own ethnic-based politiments, set up
functioning state that would facilical parties, first in Kosovo and Macetate economic reform. To consolidonia and then in Vojvodina,
their own armies
date political support for his ideas,
respectively. Thus, the whole space
Markovic founded his own political
of Yugoslavia and the republics
and paramilitary
party, the Alliance of Reform Forces
themselves were divided up by ethof Yugoslavia, in July 1990. Unfortunic parties with their various public
formations,
nately, this came after the formation
and hidden agendas.
of the nationalist parties and the
which eventually
elections in Slovenia and Croatia,
The priority of national over
would
be
too late to influence developments
economic interests
in these two breakaway republics.
responsible for
Markovic founded his party in
At the beginning of 1990, the new
Bosnia as a symbol of Yugoslavia’s
Yugoslav prime minister (who
horrible crimes.
ethnic diversity and as a concrete
would also be its last), Ante
embodiment of the multiethnic idea
Markovic, introduced a dynamic
of “living together.”
program of economic reform, sucCuriously, Markovic’s program was both succeeding in reducing the galloping rate of inflation
cessful and popular in all the republics, including
from an annual 2,600 percent to zero in about six
Serbia, but he was unable to convert this popularmonths. He offered a vision of a new economic sysity into electoral support for his party. He failed in
tem governed by market principles and privatizaBosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, and Montenegro, and
tion, making room for a political union of a new,
had relatively little success in Macedonia. There
democratic Yugoslavia. Markovic attained considwas little doubt that the decisive factor in
erable popularity throughout the country, even suMarkovic’s defeat was insecurity about voting for
perseding in this respect the “fathers” of its domisomeone who did not represent one’s own ethnic
nant nations, Milosevic and Tudjman. Indeed, for a
community; too many people believed that voting
time it seemed as though a united Yugoslavia
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only for their own national leaders would guarantee their safety.
Although practically none of the republican
leaders (except those in Macedonia) supported
him, Markovic faced an especially ruthless attack
from Serbia. Slobodan Milosevic clearly intended
to destroy this unpredictable obstacle to his own
political plan for restructuring Yugoslavia’s political space.103 When Markovic proposed constitutional changes to embrace further economic reform and to make room for federal elections,
Slovenia and Croatia joined Serbia in blocking his
proposals. The republics thus decisively precluded
the possibility of an economic and democratic reconstruction of the federal state and a democratic
dialogue about Yugoslavia’s future. After the political leaders squandered this opportunity, national
conflicts gained momentum. The country was
swiftly moving from one crisis to yet another.

Ethnocracies and war from inside the
republics
The new republican governments produced their
own internal instabilities by discriminating against
national minorities (or groups sharing the ethnicity of peoples from other constituent republics).
This discrimination created a vicious circle: In order to realize their desire for national sovereignty,
the newly elected governments developed powerful and militant nationalist movements backed by
propaganda, discriminatory policies, and violations of human and civil rights. Backed by the republican political leaders, these movements produced disaffected and separatist minority groups
that, in turn, posed a real “disturbance” to the republics’ national sovereignty and territorial integrity. In reaction to the militant separatist behavior of these minority groups, the republics quickly
acquired the highly centralized, authoritarian machinery of states that were ill suited to the heterogeneous composition of their population. The governments of Serbia and Croatia were typical of this
situation, the former in relation to the Albanian minority in Kosovo and the latter in relation to its
Serbian minority.
Armed conflicts first broke out in Kosovo after
Serbia abolished its autonomy. Subsequent repressive measures in Kosovo then provoked fresh

revolts, mass demonstrations, and the eventual,
complete alienation of the Albanian minority. In
January 1990, approximately forty thousand students staged demonstrations in Kosovo, demanding both an end to the extraordinary political measures and the release of Azem Vlasi, a Kosovar
political leader who was on trial. By the beginning
of February, Kosovo was on the brink of civil war.
The Yugoslav National Army intervened against
the demonstrators, killing twenty-seven ethnic Albanians and wounding many more.104 In July
1990, ethnic Albanian delegates to Kosovo’s
provincial assembly submitted a declaration proclaiming Kosovo a republic. A few days later, the
Serbian legislature dismissed Kosovo’s provincial
assembly. The ethnic Albanians of Kosovo then
boycotted the elections in Serbia to show that they
did not recognize Serbia as their country. Finally,
they created their own shadow government and
held a “secret” referendum on the question of an
independent Kosovo.
Croatia’s failure to provide adequate minority
rights guarantees fueled the fires of rebellion
among Croatian Serbs, who had already been
strongly supported from Belgrade and had raided
local police stations to supplement their arms
caches.105 The new Croatian government confronted armed resistance when it set out to take
over and change the ethnic composition of the police stations in predominantly Serbian areas of the
republic. The violence started in Knin in August
1990, when Croatian government officials began
gathering arms from the police stations and prevented Serbs from taking them. In the largely Serbpopulated Krajina region of Croatia, Serbs were
preparing to hold a referendum on their political
autonomy, a prospect that inflamed tempers
throughout the rest of Croatia. The government in
Belgrade encouraged the discontented Croatian
Serbs, spreading propaganda about the inevitable
repetition of the Ustashe genocide against the
Serbs in World War II. With the rejuvenation of
these memories, Serbia’s leaders promoted the fear
of a complete return to the past among Croatia’s
Serbs, pushing them even closer to the precipice of
war.106 In mid-1991, conflicts escalated in those areas of Croatia populated by large numbers of
Serbs, who were openly supported in their efforts
by the Yugoslav National Army.107
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Negotiations, collapse, war
After seventy years of existence, the circle was
closed: Yugoslavia found itself repeating the same
historical debate about what form the Yugoslav
state should take. Just as had occurred seventy
years before, a number of different proposals were
on the table again. Slovenia and Croatia proposed
confederation, an arrangement that was to be construed as resembling the structure of the European
Union. The proposed confederation would consist
of sovereign and internationally recognized states
that would regulate matters of joint interest, such
as a common market, defense and security, human
rights, and European integration.108 Serbia and
Montenegro proposed a “democratic federation,”
which in practice would have meant the termination of the confederal elements introduced by the
1974 Yugoslav constitution.109 The proposal adumbrated a set of classical federal principles, including the sovereignty of citizens at both the federation and republican levels.110 The third and
most conciliatory solution was advanced jointly by
Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, which envisioned Yugoslavia retaining its identity as a state
and its republics as sovereign entities.111 All three
proposals failed, since the protagonists—Slovenia
and Croatia on the one hand, and Serbia on the
other—were in no mood to compromise. The compromise solution aimed at saving Yugoslavia proposed by Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina was
rejected just weeks before the war started.
Direct negotiations between the national leaders began in the spring of 1991. The talks produced
no results in part because the leading republics
had already decided unilaterally and in secret
coalitions to follow their own particular interests.
Slovenian and Serbian leaders came to an agreement that Slovenia could secede and that Serbs
had a right to live in one state. Another secret
agreement between Tudjman and Milosevic, created as far back as March 1991 in Karadjordjevo
(Serbia), formed an alliance against Markovic and
divided up Bosnia-Herzegovina between Serbia
and Croatia.112 These so-called reserve alternatives

were under way long before direct negotiations
started. Slovenia and Croatia were preparing to
gain their independence—by force, if necessary.113
The Serbian side was preparing for a war to establish a Serbian national state, but not within the existing “communist” borders.114
Finally, federal agencies started to collapse with
the withdrawal from the Federal Assembly of first
the Slovenian and Croatian members and then the
representatives from Bosnia-Herzegovina and
Macedonia. By September 1991, the Yugoslav presidency was reduced to a “rump” composed of only
Serbian and Montenegrin representatives. This
process paralleled the individual republics’ referenda on independence (beginning with Slovenia
and ending with Bosnia-Herzegovina) and their
subsequent declarations of independence. Croatia
and Slovenia declared their independence in June
1991. The Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Serbian Republic of Krajina declared their independence in December 1991.
War erupted in Slovenia in June 1991 when
Slovenes removed federal signs along the Slovenian border and occupied the border outposts and
customs offices. The Yugoslav federal government
sent a unit of the YNA to replace Yugoslav border
signs and return the federal customs officers to
their posts. The YNA decided to fulfill this task by
moving into Slovenia with tanks and carrying out
their orders with force. Slovenian Territorial Defense units responded by attacking the YNA detachments, which were defeated in a few short
days. The YNA then quickly withdrew from
Slovenia.
Immediately thereafter, war broke out in Croatia between the rebellious Serb population and the
Croatian police guard. The YNA sided with the
Croatian Serbs under the pretext of protecting the
Serb population from genocide and ensuring its
right to self-determination. The YNA practically
waged a war against Croatia, as it would do later in
Bosnia-Herzegovina; the Croatian forces also
joined in the latter conflict. So began the long and
tragic division of Bosnia-Herzegovina by Serbs and
Croats.115
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6

CONCLUSIONS

I

have confined my analysis of the Yugoslav crisis
to the internal factors that led to both the collapse of the state and the onset of war. The international community has had an important influence on the crisis and a decisive impact on the
dynamics of the conflict. A proper treatment of the
conflict itself, important though it may be, would
go beyond the framework of this study. Nevertheless, based upon my analysis of the internal factors
of Yugoslavia’s breakdown, I offer some recommendations in the form of conclusions that may be
useful for international decision making on ways to
avert such conflicts in the future. I offer these broad
recommendations despite the fact that the Yugoslav case is unique, just as the factors contributing to the breakdown of all multinational federations are unique. Still, we can draw some important
lessons from Yugoslavia’s demise, especially with
regard to the critical ethnic problems that still
plague the former Soviet Union and East-Central
Europe.
Yugoslavia and the USSR shared the same type
of multinational federal institutions, ethnodemographic mix of populations, and large diaspora communities whose status would change significantly with the dismemberment of both federal
states. Both cases involved the creation of new national states in which one ethnic group became predominant. The politics of ethnic unification invites

conflicts over borders (for example, NagornoKarabakh in the former Soviet republic of Azerbaijan, and the Krajina region in Croatia). Secession
that does not entail a change of either borders or
minority-majority status (as was the case with
Slovenia, a uniquely homogeneous republic in the
Yugoslav federation) might still lead to an imbalance in the ethno-national composition of the rest
of the multinational federation, encouraging other
ethnically mixed regions or republics to claim the
right to self-determination in order to avoid the potential domination of one of the remaining federal
units.
Therefore, the first conclusion we can draw from
the case of Yugoslavia is that the international community should treat the dismemberment of multinational states with great caution, attempting to
moderate the tempo of state dissolution and thus
avoid an all-or-nothing result. Otherwise, it is virtually impossible to establish procedures for peaceful
decision making. Here, too, it is important for the
international community to avoid spurious assumptions in deciding how it should respond to
the crisis (for example, the convenient assumption
that nationalism is a benign ally in the struggle
against communist regimes).
Although Yugoslavia never succeeded in creating a wholly legitimate and democratic state, neither did it comprise an “empire” in which all its constituent nations had the same desire for
independence from the center. As I have argued in
this study, Yugoslavia was a patchwork of ethnically mixed regions, and it contained just as many
“national questions” as there were approaches to
resolving them. Not all of these approaches involved the kind of ethnic symmetry necessary for a
successful political outcome. Some of Yugoslavia’s
republics, like Slovenia and Croatia, were more inclined to push for the complete devolution of the
federal state. Serbia, on the other hand, played the
role of the state’s guardian, trying to maintain the
power of the center for its own interests. The interests of Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina were
somewhere in between these two dominant positions. Creating independent, ethno-national states
from the disintegrating federation was highly problematic from the very beginning, since the maximal
solutions proposed for most of Yugoslavia’s various national questions were in fundamental conflict with one another. The all-or-nothing nature of
these solutions, leavened with the nationalist
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express much enthusiasm for the plan, apparently
fervor with which Yugoslavia’s republican political
because it would have required an uncertain—and
leaders pursued them, made war and gross violaundesirable—degree of U.S. military participation
tions of human rights natural accompaniments.
to bring the plan to fruition.
This scenario applies throughout the region.
Because there was no internal consensus in the
When a maximal solution is proposed for one naYugoslav case, two messages should have been
tional question, then all other competing national
sent by the international community to Yugoslaviclaims emerge in the same extreme form. In these
a’s republican leaders: (1) that no unilateral decipredictable and potentially lethal conditions, such
sions about secession would be accepted, and (2)
conflicts require early preventive actions that aim
that the use of military force would be met with a
at inhibiting the rise of extreme solutions and the
military response. Asking the antagonists to reescalation of nationalist responses.
spect human rights, democratic institutions, and
A major problem with the dismemberment of
international law was tantamount to doing nothYugoslavia, as executed by extreme nationalist
ing to prevent conflict. If the
political elites, was the apparent
various leaders of Yugoabsence of alternative solutions
slavia’s warring factions
that would have prevented (or
observed these rights and
stopped altogether) the war
he experience in Bosniaprinciples in the first place,
and reestablished peace and
they would not have found
security in the region. Thus,
Herzegovina has disthemselves suddenly trying
I offer as another recommendato vanquish one another.
tion that the international comcredited the concept of
To be sure, the internamunity actively work with the
tional community’s recognirelevant parties to arrange a
collective security.
tion of these new states was
temporary status quo comprowoefully insufficient to
mise if the dismemberment of
secure their peace and
multinational states is not presecurity. Not only must such recognition take into
ceded by both an internal consensus on the terms
account the internal and external threats involved
for creating new states, including their borders
in each case, but it must be real in the sense that
and the status of minorities, and a clear conception
the new state must either be able to defend itself or
of future security and cooperation arrangements.
be defended by international military forces. OthThis last item gives rise to the question of
erwise, the international community produces
whether reaching agreement on procedures that
highly unstable situations that lead to victim-states
enable the conflicting parties to arrive at any sort
and victimized populations. The experience in
of consensus is even feasible in such profound
Bosnia-Herzegovina has discredited the concept of
crises. What happens if the parties can find no
collective security, and has severely undermined
common ground to work out the decision-making
the credibility of the UN and NATO. Similarly, the
rules and institutions—or, short of these, comproconflict has weakened the Organization for Secumise solutions—that will govern the dismemberrity and Cooperation in Europe and has clouded
ment of the country? Absent such common
the otherwise bright prospects for future Euroground, solutions typically appear as a fait accompean integration and its institutional machinery
pli; and once they are under way, workable politioverall.
cal solutions and peaceful attempts to prevent or
In the wider context of the political transformastop violent conflicts are almost impossible to find.
tion of East-Central Europe and the former Soviet
Thus, the Vance-Owen proposal for ending the
Union, a more fundamental debate has been rekinhostilities in Bosnia-Herzegovina came too late;
dled: the right to national self-determination and
that is, after the Bosnian Serbs already held more
how this vague principle might be reconsidered
than 70 percent of Bosnian territory. At the same
and clarified in order to make it a workable contime, the international community did not really
cept in international law. The abuse of this right in
press for acceptance of the plan, since its members
the Yugoslav case points up the need for such an
could not reach a firm consensus among themexamination, as the right to self-determination
selves. The United States, for example, did not
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self-determination be a viable political community
came to be equated with the right of ethnically
in which the full rights of citizenship do not dedefined nations/republics to secede from the fedpend upon membership in the dominant ethnoeration, regardless of the mass violence such an act
national group and whose democratically exwould surely entail. The republics’ unilateral acts
pressed will for independence transcends the
of secession were in turn met with internal acts of
ethnic base of the state.
secession by minority ethno-national communiAs preconditions for the peaceful application of
ties, invoking the same principle of self-determinathe right to self-determination, one other factor
tion. The international community, meanwhile,
should be present when invoking
did very little to clarify the situation.
this right: the respect of both territoIn fact, its actions during the early
rial integrity and minority rights.
stages of Yugoslavia’s dissolution
This does not mean that the boundprobably contributed more than any
bove all,
aries between states are immutable.
other factor to dashing the
It does mean, however, that they
prospects of the multinational federthere
cannot be changed by force or withation’s giving birth to sovereign, inshould be some
out consideration of the consedependent states in a peaceful
quences that the redrawing of interfashion, as its recognition of the new
international
national borders would have for
states was based more on strategic
other members of the state. Above
calculations and risk-aversion than
mechanism that
all, there should be some internaon an established international legal
tional mechanism that provides for
principle. The failure to develop
provides
for
the
the renegotiation of borders and
guidelines for the application of this
that encourages all sides to recogprinciple only served to exacerbate
renegotiation of
nize the consequences of newly
conflicts and provide the justificadrawn international borders for all
tion for nationalist pathologies, such
borders and that
relevant parties.
as so-called ethnic cleansing, and
The right to self-determination
the violent eruption of emerging
encourages all
ought not be exercised at the exmini-states.
sides to recognize
pense of the rights of others, particThis is not the place to develop
ularly those who will become mieither a new concept of self-determithe consequences
norities in the new states. This
nation or the criteria for the recognimeans that plebiscites, referenda,
tion of this right by the international
of newly drawn
and ethno-national coalitions—
community. Rather, a more practicawhich, by their very nature, exclude
ble endeavor would be simply to
international
the voices of newly created minorisuggest that the international comties—are not adequate foundations
munity discourage claims to collecborders for all
for the formation and recognition of
tive rights that infringe upon the
new states. Indeed, in the case of Yuenjoyment of individual ones, esperelevant parties.
goslavia, they became a treacherous
cially in East-Central Europe and the
road to war. Various new forms of
former Soviet Union, whose citizens
national self-expression, autonomy, and political
are still making democracy’s requisite psychologirepresentation must be developed to fit the new
cal transition from collective to individual rights
situations arising in complex, multiethnic states toand the observance of civil liberties. Future discusday. But none of these variations should be so ensions about the notion of self-determination
cumbered by collective national ideologies as to
should start from an investigation of the specific
override the liberal ideal of individual liberties and
characteristics of new cases emerging in the postcivil rights.
communist era. Drawing on the arguments elaboI have described here a typical case of ethno-narated in this study, I would suggest that a minimal
tionalism, which is characterized by a rigid ideolprecondition for the international community’s
ogy and the aggressive politicization of national
support of a nation’s claims to the right of
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identities. Another important conclusion that can
be derived from this case is that the interpretation
of both national membership (i.e., citizenship) and
the nation itself plays a key role in shaping policies
conducive to the establishment of a democratic nation-state. Human collectivities that define themselves in organic terms, as “superfamilies” in which
myths about blood ties provide the predominant
image of communal identity, find it difficult to establish universal, democratic rules of governance.
Their goal of creating a state for “their people” will
always be out of reach, as other people “get in the
way” and must be removed—by force, if necessary.
It is impossible in this part of the world to create a
stable state on the basis of the sovereignty of one
particular ethnically defined group.
This outcome was particularly likely in multinational Yugoslavia, which suffered from

undemocratic regimes, economic backwardness,
and overlapping national goals. The old regime’s
more conservative element grabbed the chance to
achieve Serbian unification and preserve itself in
power at the same time. In Croatia, new elements
of the authoritarian regime were added to the old
in the service of defending a “young democracy”
and creating a new nation-state. In order to establish a permanent peace and to reconstruct the region in economic, political, and cultural terms, the
current elites will have to be replaced by new democratic leaders capable of introducing innovative
ideas and visions that will foster the development
of each of these countries and of the region as a
whole. Such a perspective is necessary as the only
way to eliminate the conditions that produce unitary national identities and their destructive political manipulation.
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